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CAILLAUX TRIAL
DHAVS MORBID
CRO ID
excluded from court

Women

doom jn paris

at

opening
of .famous case

nCAW

IN BITTER OUTBURST

CALMETTE'S HONOR IS WROUGHT
.

INJ

MARBLE, SAYS FRENCH
LITICAL PAPER

"IT!,

PO

It.'

"A

DEFENDANT PITIFULLY SHAKEN
WEEPS AND LOOKS FOR KINDLY
FACE WHEN "WILFUL MURDER

'

IS MENTIONED

-

'

h.r, eyes downcast and her shoulders
bent, a timid looking figure in black.
She wor a cloth jacket suit, a small
black hat with a black bird - wing
ocrked on one side, h white linen collar edged with lace and held togrther
by an unobetrusive pin.
The prisoner then sat down but as
all In the court room except the Judges
wm standing, she hastily rose again
nd did not reseat herself until- - the
"
"
others. '.,
, ,
. A
moment later Judge Albanel
asked:
v'
fWhat Is your name?'?
Mine. CaiWaux stood up and her, Ifjjs
moved. The words "Henrietta
Cail
laux" could scarcely be heard. As the
prisoner remained standing the presid
ing judge Bald:
-"You may sit down."
Thevthree judges assisting President
AH'anel are Achille Rata, Louts DagoU
ry and Henri Roty.
The Jury Is "composed of men of
many trades and professions including
an egraver, a building contractor, a
distiller, an architect, a tacher, a
and a commission agent, as well
as several small capitalists.
When these had been sworn, the
c'erk read the long Indictment, after
vhlch Mme. Caillaux recovered her
,

fur-rie- r,

MONDAY, JULY 20, 1914.:

CITY EDITION

rival here he had not taken an hour's
exercise.
Now that means of getting away
from Mexican territory hate teen ar
markedi'confidence
ranged there is
in the bearing of ail the fugitives,
The women and children slept late
teday in an effort to kill the dreary
period of waiting for the arrival of
the little passenger vessel engaged to
carry them away. The ship was ex
pected to reach here late today hut tolllDON
CARRANZA WILL. MEET COMMIS
SUFFRASETTE 1 FLOUTS
it was thought unlikely any of the
SIONERS SENT, TO FRONT.
COURT WHEN SHE IS HELD
party would go on , hoard before to
' FOR TRIAL r
v'".- morrow. BY CARBAJAL .
;..
The' plans fomie defense of HHertt
against, a. possible attack by consti
BRITISH consul sends, word tutionalists rroia the;, interior lrave STRUGGLES WITH OFFICERS
ll the. hands of Gheral
heea, placfed
"
HUERTA'S ABDICATION1 TQD IN Rinobn, comfnaoder of JoeaJWederal AND SINGS
jfLLAtSE TO ADD
'
garrison, ana detachments fit the
EFFORT TO END ALL' HO sX
.
TO THE GAITY OF JHE
Ny Twentyyiinth
federal Infantry have
TILITIES
NAT IONS
'
been placed at his disposal, ,'The constitutionalists ar reported to number
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Paris, July 20. The thoughts of all
Washington, July 20. Consul Gen
Parisians today were occupied solely composure.. '
eral Hanna at Monterey reported to
The only women present in court day that General Carranza had defiby the opening of the trial of Madame
Caillaux for the murder on March 16 were two barristers and several wit- nitely agreed to meet the three com
of Gaston Calmette, editor of the1 Fig- nesses. The rest of the space was oc- missioners being sent to the front by
aro. Proceedings Braned at noon in cupied by 147 reportrs, 20 artists, 75 Provisional President Carbajal to ar
the Palace of Justice, with Judge witnesses and possibly as many more range for the transfer of government
Louis Albanel acting as president of the republican guards, detectives and pet at Mexico City.
court. The dramatic setting of the af- ty court officers.
Genera Carranza, consuls reported,
On the table in front of the Judges had agreed
to suspend hostilities
fair, involving political intrigues, in
which, the prisoner's husband, a for- was a brown paper package contain pending negotiations with Carbajal's
mer French premier and minister of ing the pistol with which Calmette was commissioners.
finance, was a prominent figure, was shot, and various otner articles con
Secretary Bryan was confident a
just to the taste of the French public. nected with the case.
peaceful agreement would be reached
Added to this was the rumored threat
Madame Caillaux wept when the soon between Carbajal and General
or royanst not neaas 10 create a qib- - court clerk, while reading the Indict- - Carranza for the transfer. Mr. Bryan
turbance during the trial and the ex- - nient reached the words "wilful mur-- conferred with Jofce Castello, the per
tonsive preparations taken by the gov- - dor
of Provisional
sonal representative
ernment to prevent an outbreak. ''
shook with sobs and
looked President Carbajal.
Leading- from the ralace of Justice, about as though searching for a friend
The latter brought official word of
the restoration of constitutional, guar
crowds,. defying the drizzling rain, had ly face.
HBsembled in the vicinity and Bpectal
The clerk then carred the list of wit antees and the evacuation of San Luis
forces of police were called out to nesses, each of whom answered "pres- Potosi by the federals. Mr. Castello
ent." and left the court.
was inclined to attach little import
keep them In order.
From an early hour long lines
Joseph Caillaux, the prisoner's hus ance to the last note from the constl- ed in Place Dauphine and the Boule- band, answered in a firm voice and she tutinalists' agency here to the South
vard D'u' Palais, hoping to he lucky watched him as he went out
American mediators, expressing an
enough to secure the few places left Judge Albanel then began to question unwillingness to discuss terms of
for"the general public' in the court the prisoner; "You are called Gene- peace not only, with representatives
room, which had been for the most vieve Josephine Henriette
Raynord, of General Huerta, but those of any
part alloted to press representatives are you not and were born October government derived from the dicta
fi, 1874?"
and barristers.
tor's regime.
Madame Caillaux had been conduct
The prisoner "Yes, judge."
After Mr. Castello left the state deAt the same time she stood up.
ed from the prison of the conciergerie
partment, Minister Saurez of Chile
to the court by a secret passage, so The Judge '"During your examina- discussed Mexico with Mr. Bryan. He
that those outside had no opportunity tion by the magistrate you gave some came primarily, however, to bring a
of cheering or hissing her. The other information about your past life. Do draft of a peace treaty between the
leading figures in the case, however, you wisiJfto recall for the jury what Thl ted States and Chile.
of
demonstrations. you said then?"
were objects
The prisoner then made a long
Among them were the procurator gen
Federal Partisans Imprisoned
eral, Jules Herbaux, in charge of the statement referring
frequently to
On Board United States Ship Caliprosecution, and Feruand LaBorl, the notes. Her voice was steady. She fornia, La Paz, Mexico, July 19 (via
famous advocate, whose faco Is known turned her head occasionallf from side wireless to San Diego. Cal., July 20.)
to every one owing to his connection to side as though making a public News that Huerta hag. fled was
with the Dreyfus trial.
speech and she;'' showed much self pos communicated to the federal garrison
The Figaro today came out with session, shesaid:
here today by F. D. Moore, the British
a, violently worded article on the open"I was man led at,9 to Leo
consul, in the hope tbit the informaWe had two daughters. One tion might bring about a cessation of
ing of the trial from tho pen of Alfred
Capus, the recently chosen academi- of them died when she was only six hostilities;
cian or "Immortal", who now occupies months old. The other, Germaine, is
As soon as the constitutionalist
the editorial chair formerly held by now 19. A divorce was granted In troops under General Alvarado enCalmette. In its he declares.
April, 1908, in my favor and the guar- tered Guaymaa Saturday a constitu"Tbeparty wMch assassinated Cal dianship of our, daughter was given to tionalist government' under Governor
mette 1ft "going, to do Its,J)est to defile me"
.dai.iiiK-rr
Ten
Maytorena was inaugurated.
Madame Caillaux spoke of her mar- federal
bis memory for which purpose it has
were
Imprisoned,
partisans
stopped at nothing and has not riage to M. Caillaux with pride. She and it is reported that their property
thus
violate
confidences,
said:
scrupled to
will he confiscated. Among them is
"M. Caillaux was premier, and in Senor Martinez, one of the owners
giving a foretaste of what is Jn Store.
v' !r,
The article concludes:
marrying him I found complete happl-r.es- of the Naviera line, on four vessels
who have slain him' from
I thought all would be happy, of which the federal
garrison is steambehind would like to transform him but alas, my life began to be pursued
southward. The flotilla Is proing
Into a man involved In shady finance by calumnies. The campaign of the
ceeding slowly and probably will
a pirate. Caillaux, go on do not Figaro against my husband began. All reach
Mazatlan on Monday.
the people of the salons received me
put yourself out ,,Xpu have
At Magdalena an American coloniteeth, a heayy.jjaw, an appetite with smiles that wounded me. One zation company which a few years
ejcited by the smell, pf blood; hut the person said behind me that my hus- ago launched an ambitious plan to
honor 6f Calmette Is wrought In mar- band had taken money from Germany
put 6.000 families on the soil each
ble. . You will not bite into it"
to cede the Congo. The slanderous year, has met with a vexatious reAs soon aa the jurors who had heen rumors penetrated every part of soverse Jtsiideed and papers were dedrawn by lot In a private room, and ciety..- I was no longer able to go to
.at,. La JPa?, during the process
Ihe four . Judges composing .the court a sitting of Hhe chamber of deputies stroyed
of
them, and. It now will
recording
had taken their placjes.VPresjdent, Al- hecanse I was the object of unplea- be
tor the 'company to ne- necessary
.
banel called, out. loudly t
'.
sant attention in the galleries." One mHa i a frfiall iinntruit with t1A Cfm.
V;
.JTo!6"
V- -"Bring, in the accused."
day th ere was a cry behind me,
.
,
fltitutlonaltsts.
;.
Republican guards then opened a Berlin Caillaux, , Congo.' I was forced
small door in the wall of the court to leave."
Huerta Laughs at Danger'
room beneath the bust of the Goddess
Puerto
Mexico, Mexico, July 20.
Mme.
Caillaux
and
stepped
WRECK ON RIO GRANDE
of Liberty
smiled contemptuousHuerta
General
Into the tribunal.
Denver, July 20. Denver and Rio
The strong light from the windows
at
idea
that
the force of conthe
ly
westGrande passenger train No. 15
opposite seemed to startle the accused
to be a short
known
stitutionalists
woman or perhaps it was the absolute bound, collided with a helper engine
would
here
from
dare to at
distance
silence ltt the court room,, and the running light 19 miles east of Salida
ta-;this
trainmen
Four
city.
masses of faces turned toward her at 5:30 this morning.
The military companions of the
that made her hesitate on the thres- and three passengers were slightly
hold and reach out unsteadily to catch hurt. None of the cars were derailed, fugitive former dictator, however, did
the arm of the republican guard according to official reports received not display the same degree of constanding at her right. They spoke a at railroads headquarters. The cause fidence as jin extended line of outword to her and she entered the pris- o fthe collision, which occurred, at posts was maintained. General Hueroner's enclosure directly In front of Plcasanton eldin?, has not heen deter- ta continued to pass most or his time
mined. No 15 is a local running from in the railroad car in which he arher.
with
stood
Denver to' Salida and Leadville.
Caillaux
rived from Mexico City. Since h:s ar- there
Madame
o
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Chicago, July 20. Another supposed
solution to the mysterious disappearance of Catherine Winters, 9 year old
daughter of Dr. Wm. A. Winters, of
Newcastle, Ind., apparently failed today when a body exhumed yesterday
In the Potter's field at Urbana, 111.,.
w as identified hy Nicholas Larry as
,
that of his child: -- i.!
Detectives' had 'decrared the corpse
was that of the missing Winters' girl,
who disappeared from her home in.
March? 1913. Dr. Winters, at Newcas
tle, after receiving a description of the
body, declared it couJd" not be his
daughter, as her' hair was brown, while
that of the girl taken from the grave
was a light blonde.
.

'.said

Guy Stewart,- -

Larry was the man ' whob. ad the .child
placed In the vault The corpse lay In
the vault for a' year and then was,
buried in the Potter's field because no
one clamed It Larry saw the body,
today and said it waa that of his
daughter. She was two years old he
said, and died in Jacksonville, Fla.
The detectives had claimd they
the body from Newcastle .to
Florida, and thence to Urbana.
QUAY COUNTY PAPER SUSPENDS
Eanta Fe, July 20. The Quay Coun-

ty Press published at Tucumcnri, has
suspended publication. Lack of funds
given at the reason. The founder
of the paper has left Tucumcarl for
parts unknown.
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CHARGED

TO

the Terminal Railroad association last
Saturday, were released today when
HI
Anderson failed to identify, any of
them, Anderson was shot by a man
who entered his office and Insisted
on seeing the president. The police WARRANTS ISSUED rati
are looking for a recently discharged
vr
r.K9UN
employe of the company, L DISTRICT
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BOYS'

London, July 20. Three of the 21
balloons which started from Paris
yesterday in the annual race for the
grand prlx of the French Aero club,
landed today on the Welsh shore.
Having crossed thet English channel
before a fierce gale they were obliged to descend ;ln order ta"avoid being
driven out to' sea.
Spire", one oi the pilots, in jumping
from, the basket of his balloon, fractured a leg and f suffered other in
juries. MarceH Foucault and Jean.
Laurenceau, two French aeronauts,
managed to jump clear and without
Injury, but lost their balloon, which
was blown out to sea.

J

J

tion with the attempted assassination
o! Felix E. Anderson, assistant to
President William S, McCbesney of

fINE WEATHER FOR RACES
Cleveland, O., July 20. The weath- ARKANSAS BAYING
TROUELESWer is. all that could be desired' for the
opening of the grand circuit for the
19J4 season at the North Randall MINE GUARD READY TO SWEAR
HE SAW KILLING AND
track today!. There are ,18 horses
START OF FIRE8
ready to start, one 4. the largest
fields that ever faced a starter In a
grand circuit stake. Nine horses will
BLOWING UP CHURCHES RIGHT be scored abreast,
making ui even FAMILIES MOVING TO SAFETY
. '' '
two tiers.
BOASTS OF BEING IN JAIL TEN
DESPITE THE QUIETING REPORTS
8TEEL PENSION FUND
TIMES AND NEVER SERVING
EXODUS CONTINUES TO THE
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 20. E. H. Gary,
FULLTIME
LARGER SETTLEMENTS
chairman: James A. Farrell, yresldent
and 22 other officers and directors of
V
Ixmdon, July 20. "The next bomb ihe United States Steel corporation,
Greenwood, Ark., July 20. War
exploded will be in the police courts, and underlying companies today made rants
'
charging murder, arson and
and I hope it will be this one."
t application Jn common
picas - court rioting were prepared here today at
This was ' the 'parting ehot from heer for a charter for the pension fund the instance
of Prosecuting Attorney
Annie Bell, militant ' suffragette, to established 14 years ago. v
nttle for the arrest of a number ot
the magistrate at Westminster as he
persons who. It is declared, particicommitted her for trial today on the
PEACE TREATY SIGNED
pated in the attack last week on the
JO. Secretary
double charge of attempting to deWashington, July
Prairie Creek mines of the Bache-Nenhastroy on May 10 the Metropolitan Bryan and Minister Maria de Tena
coal company while the comtabernacle in South London, and on tcday signed a treaty binding the Uniminers were on Btrlke.
pany's
July 32 the old church of St. John ted States and Uruguay to Investigate
Meanwhile the 'grand jury, called ta
the Evangelist.
for at least a year, through an interinvestigate the disturbance, is expect- Miss Bell enlivened the sitting of national commission of five memhers, ed
today to listen to the testimony of
the court by singing the "Marseil- a'.l differences which cannot be settled Samuel C. B. Thomas, mine
guard.
of
Is
the eighteenth
laise," and struggling with the court by diplomacy. It
who declares he witnessed the killing
attendants.'
such peace treaties.
of two mine guards during the riotingj
She chaffed the magistrate on the
and other witnesses who saw the tipDISSOLUTION INEVITABLE
futility of sending her to prison, sayples and other buildings of the three
all20.
an.
After
1
Washington, July
ing "I have been there tea times.
mineB destroyed hy fire.
have never yet served my sentence." day conference between Attorney
d
quiet
General McReynolds and directors ot in While conditions are repo-te;!
Sbe;ddd:
the coal Helda, ffie
of "ianj- the
Haven
New
railroad, president Hiqs of miners from the settlemen s
"The blowing up of a church does
not count not even if it is blown out Hustis announced that' the directors to the
larger towns and to Fort Sm'ih
"
had been unable to recede from their continues.
of creation."
dehe
the
and
that
presumed
position
partment of justice would proceed to
sile suit for dissolution for the New
TH8EE OUT OF TWENTY
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
law.
Haven under the anti-trus- t
Mr. Hustis said later that he hoped
ONE BALLOONS LAND after the suit was filed the "railroad
AT
ENDS
and the government would be able to
reach an agreement by which the
AFTER CROSSING ENGLISH CHAN. points at issue would be reduced to HARGROVE AND BROWNE TAKE
NEL DESCEND IN WALES
THE FIRST HONORS IN
a minimum.

f

IN WINTERS CASE
TWO

MURDER, ARSON

".

Vancouver, B. C July 20. A night
marked by ceaseless watching on the
part of the immigration officials in
their patrol tugs and launches passed
peacefully in the vicinity of the
steamer
Maru, aboard
Komagata
which several hundred Hindus are resisting deportation.
Having repulsed the police early
Sunday morning the Hindus have
spent the time since in erecting fortifications on hoard the ship, carrying
ui) chunks of coal for immediate use
as missiles, and generally - making
ready for another attackj
It is now proposed?, in order to en
sure that the next step against the
Hindus may be certain of success, to
bring the government crullser Rain- Tfow from Victoria, and with regular
troops from Esqulraault and other
men of the permanent forces assisted
probably by th local police, to provide such an overwhelming force that
the Hindus will be overpowered.
Part of a new crew for the Rainbow, consisting of British tars sent
from Devonport, England, and a contingent from the cruiser Nlobe, are
Tue to arrive here tonight
The general plan is to go alongside
with the cruiser, which will afford an
efficient fighting base, and to put into
the Hindu ship so many men that
resistance cannot last more than a
few minutes.

CHILD

.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS RELEASED
St. Louis, Mo., July 20. Seven mem
bi rs of tho Industrial Workers of the
World, who were arrested in connec

TODAY IN CONGRESS

11
I

Senate: Met at noon.
Committees continued work on the
r
trust hills.
v
Investigation of charges of discrimi
nation against Charleston, S. C, hy a
coal trust, was begun before a com'
mittee.
Resumed debate on the river and
harbor appropriations bill.
House: Met at noon..
tills on the unanimous' consent car
lndar were considered. . ; i : i
-

lntentloiL
gettlng action Defore the
judiciary committee on tho lobby rtport this week.
,
Agriculture committee ,favobaly reported Moss bill for feedral supervision of grain grading.'
Naval affairs committee continued
the plucking hoard investigation.
i

REAR ADMIRAL

RAMSAY DIES

Washington, July. 20. Rear Ad
miral Francis Munrune Ramsay, retired, who with Admiral Dewey and
Rear Admiral Benham constituted
the Schley' court of inquiry, died at
his home here yesterday, 80 years old.
Burial will be in Arlington National
cemetery Wednesday.

EXCURSION CANCELLED
OF PLAGUE

BECAUSE

4-PATIENT IN NEW OR
LEANS A LITTLE GIRL, DAN- GERQUSliY ILL

ANOTHER

-

r-

.

.'

New Orleans,. July 20. A proposed
excursion from New Orleans to Pen,
sacola, August 3,' was cancelled by. the
Louisville and Nashville railroad, today because Pensacoia health author
ities feared bubonicAplague might be
Introduced, from New Orleans. Dr.
W. C. Rucker, federal assistant sur
geon generali'dn charge of the plague
eradication work here assured the
pensacola authorities there was no
,
danger, but without avail.
Helen Soell, the ten year old child
who developed plague Saturday Is. dan
gerously ill. She responded favorably
to treatment yesterday, b.lt heCiCase,
took a turn for the worse .today. The educational campaign was fea
tured today by a meeting at the cotton
exchange to take place after the market closes this afternoon. A total of
15,000 pieces of rat poison were being
.
J
placed today.
MUNICIPAL

EXECUTIVE

v..

The tennis tournament between the
aspiring' boys of the summer school of
the New Mexico Normal University
came to an end last Saturday after
noon when six speedy sets, were played between Hargrove and Browne and
the Baker brothers, and Cary and
Rosenthal against
and
Hargrove
Brown. The first three Beta went to
Hargrove and Brown with the scorei.
r The first sets of the.
and
tournament went to Hargrove and
Brown when they defeated Cary and
Rosenthal
and
The final
standings of the tournament are:i
Hargrove and Brown, first; Mersf elder and Daley, second; Cary and Rosenthal, third; Culbersoa. and Tboma-so-n,
fourth; Barker and,.Barker, fifth.
"The tournament .was opened last
Saturday when Hargrove and Brown
met and defeated Mersfelder and
Daley and Mersfelder and Daley la
turn bested the Barker brothers.
Every afternoon for the past week
games were played, with the results
as stated.
The girls are playing fast games
in their tournament" Several of them
are showing excellent form. The
final sets In their tournament will be
played this afternoon on the courts at
6-- 1

6--

2

6--2.

,

!

'

theNormal.

MEETS"

London, July 20 Delegates 'from;
a dozen counties met in London today
to take part in an international congress of municipal executives, the purpose of which is to confer on municipal problems and achievements in all
lands. Tho countries represented in
clude Great Britain the United States,
Canada, Germany, France, Italy, Denmark and Holland. The United States is
represented by a delegation of which
Senator' Duncan U. Fletcher of Florida is the head. The sessions of the
congress will continue four or live
days and will be presided over by the
Prince Alexander of Tocfc, brother of
the Queen and tho next Governor
General of OWfd.i-

DOUBLES

INVESTIGATING

STRIKE RUMOR
Greenville, fey'. July 20. Authorities of Muslenberg county, who late
last night went to Cleaton, ky., near
here, to investigate reports of armed-strifbetween representatives of thd
Bevier Coal Mining company and a
party of men alleged to have been,
composed of striking employes and
their sympatizerg, reported that quiet
prevailed.
According to reports of
the officials six men were wounded
Saturday night when J. P. Cox, superintendent of the mine, and a guard repelled an attack by about 25 men,
who. Cox asserted, attempted to destroy the mine store with dynamite.
Several hundred shots were exchanged, but bo far as can be learned no
or.e wp.s killed.
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New Mexico's Building and Exhibit at San Diego !
Exposition Masterpiece of Progress and Achievement

By
D. R. LANE

H1

MlilT
Isr.tclal arrangement, owing to the
grtat area of New Mexico, this state

HANAN

Las WgpJLoeAinSloi

is allowed to have maps of each coun
ty Instead of one big map. These

'.&os&numffl6 Son

SHOES

for
show the quality of the soil of each
WOMEN
querter section, what crops are suit
SoutHSdoPbyi
able for growth upon it. whether private or corporate ownership, state land
or public domain, forest or Indian reservation, how the land may be ob
?P5
tained, the distance to church, school
In response to an increasing
and settlement, and all other matters
of interest to the prospective settler.
demand, by the men of the city
At the same time the topographical
who wish a little better than
features are shown as in an ordinary
'
the ordinary in footwear
roup. The state engineer's office Is
3.' i
ui
Shoes that will bold their shape
with the land commission
no matter how long they are
er to make these maps absolutely ac
curate.
worn; a demand by men that
Ppeclal emphasis is to be laid on the
appreciate the correct fit and
hoi ticultural feature or the state's reindividual touches of a fine
IJ
sources, since orcharding has come to
-thoe, we wish to announce that
be a leading industry and is not yet
we
have stocked the
at its full growth. Officials of the for
est service are cooperating with, the
exposition board to have every phase
of forest work in. New Mexico brought
'
NEW
out properly, specimens ot an tne anfamous throughout the world for their superior quality and correct
ferent woods ferown In New Mexico
will be displayed, and particular uses
of these shoes if you have never
style. We invite your inspec-tiofor each will be suggested
worn them. If you have worn them we want you to know that
of the stale is in
Since
across
roads
can get them HERE.
of
the
you
the foresta
building
them is of major import, and the serv
ice will have extensive exhibit show
ing how roads are being built by the
rnude for its upkeep and for the ope
government in the forests and how the counties to make appropriations for
' 1
1
The board, in view ration of the exhibits. lis at any wonC
.
4
S i1
f
i
.
i
these roads make the scenic and ar- - their exhibits.
ehaeoloetcal attractions available t o ol this provision, has been obtaining der the state will be In the spotlight?
cooperation from the counties and has
the tourist
so far obtained about $13,500 in ap-- 1
now
have
The exposition managers
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
under way a plan for a lecturer from ropriatlons. Only a small portion of
In
almost every, neighborhood some
v
;s
this has been paid in however, so that
'
w
the federal weather bureau who will
one has died from an attack of cholboard
is
the
the
different
carrying
era morbus before medicine could be
r
give daily talks telling of the state's cli counties
iv
v "
ki
temporarily.
matio and meteorological conditions
or a physician summoned.
will
state
the
for
be cared procured
Publicity
and thus bringing out the truth, about
should be prepared for
Every
family
for by a comprehensive book which is
the climate which has so long been a
an
Mrs. F M. Snysuch
emergency.
matter of pride to all residents of the being got out by A. E. Koehler, Jr., der, Herkimer, N. Y., says, "About
tho board's commissioner of publicity.
state,
All publicity material and exhibits are four years ago my husband had ant
There will also be maps and chartB
to bear the approval of the board and attack of cholera morbus; I gave him.
outlining the educational facilities of of Mr. Koehler.
Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
eaeh county, city, and district The
The efrorts of the board have thus Diarrhoea Remedy and it relieved the.
slate university, agricultural college,
far been so successful as to put New pain immediately, and two or three
military Institute, religious and mis
Mesico permanently Into the spotlight doses of it effected a cure." For sale
sion
schools, government Indian
to one man's way of xpress- - by all dealers. Adv.
schools and private institutions all will according
it.
The
board has built a structure
ing
disbe represented. The educational
well worthy of bearing
San
"
ai
Diego
interest
LIGHTNING STRIKES MAN
material
a
is
matter
of
play
name
the
of
New
Mexico, a structure
Santa Fe, July 20 Adolphus D.
to the women's auxiliary, appointed by
of simplicity and dignity, without gin- Stone Is the
second person to be killed
the board, and many attractive features
and jig-sascrool work in by
will be added to it Among those that gerbread
lightning in Lincoln county this
build- season.
His body was found near the
have been arranged for are displays the skyline. It has put up a
in pure Spanish style. The only VV ranch. The
r.f work in manual training, domestic ing
young man had been
ii.fiience which affeoted the pure
working as a water boss on the Eagle
science, school house equipment, school
ideas in building the church- Creek
sanitation, and others. The display Spanish
pipe line but quit to take a
ot these features in slides, motion pic es which were the prototypes of the job with J. L. Lackey. The bones of
of
were
Mexico
the New
building
the body were broken, the flesh ami
tures; and by concrete examples will
make a reatnrefor.h exposition far those of the country itself, and thy clothing burned and the nails in tho
made it 'colonial.' The building shoes melted
ahead of the old fashioned shows of only
is
a
one, well able to care for
large
sewing, mapdraw.'ne, penmanship,
the many thousands who will visit it
like.
and
the
making
SHE IS A WISE WOMAN
and will not show
Ilesides the three rooms mentioned It is substantial,
Who
tear
An
wear
the
of
recognizes in the tell-tal- e
and
symp
exposition
there will be a cloistered walk, a mis- crowd.
toms such as backache, headaches,
Mexican.
is
New
distinctive
It
sion court and fountain, with a garIt has the best site on the grounds dragging sensations, nervousness and
den, and a roof garden whence the
of
the exposition. It will be the scene irritability the true cause and relies
visitors may indulge that universal
Kew Mexico 6tate oulidlng at the San Diego exposition, which will house the exhibition of the land of the turquoise sky and be the theater of many
the first extensive use of the mo- on Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comof
wide
craving for high places wifh
Irclures and educational moving picture features.
tion
picture as an educational feature pound to restore her to a healthy norviews. From this roof garden one may
which
is a distinction In itself. It will mal condition. For forty years this
to
In no section of the American conti- modern achievements, the glamour of California; and the church at Cochitl, a special scenario showing the life of see far out into the Pacific, back
the
house
finest industral survey maps loot and herb remedy has been prebound
una
the
time
teacher
the
one
school
structure
mountains
and
later
that
with
from
of
many
the ranges
nents has there been a longer period the ancient with the romance of the
ever
It wtll contain the eminently successful in controlling
compiled.
lighter touches. While the Acoma trained girl leaves the farm until she the San Diego valley. Mexican terrlof civilisation, extending through a present
Mexico mines anl the disease of women. Merit alone
exhibit
New
best
of
men
to
not
more varied serieB of schemeB of life
The principal question was one of church was solid, stable, massive in is placed at the head of a class in a to.v. and other features,
ever gathered together. Be- cculd have stood such a test of time.
wining
or
' and.
school.
had
as
edifice
Scenarios
Puente
the
ambitious
Cochiti
beautiful
Mexico
New
and
tion
Espanol,
in
the
than
appearance,
fully
how this showing could be accomplish
culture,
side all this ample provision has been Adv.
'
in no other section of that area have ed, how both the ancient and the innny refinements, many concessions have been prepared of the coal and Spanish bridge, which crosses Cabril- to
made
industries
to
the
and
others
comfort
poslo
and
exposition grounds,
convenience,
copper mining
canyon
tte remains of these earlier civiliza- moilern could be brought togetner at
tions remained so well to contrast and Sah Diego, within the limits of the sible by the greater stability of tne pe- sre yet to be taken. In fact, the board and which cost more than a million
compare with the etlorts of modern financial arrangements. Considerable riod in which it was built and the is keeping a camera man busy all the and a quarter to build. Closer at hand
man. Hence is was that when the study was necessary to the solution general advancement of the commun- time taking "still" pictures for slides the site of the exptsition will lie
edict went forth that the Panama-Cal- i
of the question but the board solved ity at that time. Balconies, hewn and motion pictures for action depic- spread out for inspection.
1
.
To erect such a structure of steel
.
fornia exposition should typify all the it and solved it satisfactorily. Modern balustrades, and the like were among tion.
All these films will be shown in the and concrete as will grace the name
varied activities that have gone on science was called Into consultation and the features.
1
The cost of the tobaccos in Camel Cigarettes
since the human race first settled the the motion picture decided upon as
The combination of these character- auditorium, which will carry on its "New Mexico" with its simple dignity
of
the
use
prohibits
premiums and coupons.
Americas, down to the present day, the- proper means for making the dis- istics into a single building produced walls a series of paintings depicting the and massive beauty, to provide motion
Camels are a blend of choice quality Turkish
to
and
New Mexico had an opportunity of play. Through motion pictures, then, a massive, stately structure, relying life of St. Francis of Asslssl, patron of picture films, slides
displays;
and domestic tobaccos. Smoke smooth and even
fered her and a duty placed before her it was settled that visitors at the ex in the main upon mass effect and the New Mexico. These pictures are the maintain the building and pay for lec
and leave you scot-frof any dgarelty aftertaste.
t
to bring her share and it is a large position should see tne works of ages contrast between huge blocks of light gift of Frank Springer, a patriotic New turers and motion picture operators,
for
Camels
tO
are
20
cents, and you can't buy
Mexican.
share of this lore of bygone days to gone by as well as the attainments and shade for its beauty.
requires money, and in the face of the
more
a
at any price
satisfyingcigarette
Across the building from the audi- obstacles that have confronted the
the attention of the general public, of modern industry, and the vast
The theater, so to- speak, will be the
dime against a package
Stake
a
. Hew that opportunity was impressed w ealth of mineral, agricultural and for nave of the church, where, surroundwonders
have
con
exhibit
torium will be the
board since its creation,
hall,
if
your dealt can 'I tapply you, tmnd lOe for on. packan
. tipon certain men and how they in turn est resource which await development ed by mural paintings of great beau- nected with the main section by a log been done. When the board was nam
or $1.00 fat a carton often package (200 cigarettes),
treasa
tnetage prepaid. After smoking one package, if you
impressed It upon lae legislature of within the borders of the community ty, the visitors may see and hear the gia. The space will be provided for ed there was not dollar in the
aoa ( find CAMELS a represented, return the other
; the state so that provision was made
The projection of motioa pictures, motion pictures, slides and lectures those counties that wish to make spe ury and no prospect of any until the
nine packages and me wilt refund your money.
of the duty and however, demand a building where tliat will display the progress of the cial exhibits to interest the visitor. beeinnine of the current year. The
i for the fulfillment
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
trie grasping of the opportunity is a lijiht may be excluded and where those state from its first settlement by the There will be a place for descriptive board had to find some means of fin
Winston-SaleN. C
story by itself and one that need not who view the presentation may make aborigines down to the present time, booklets, photographs and the like. ancing itself or wait a year. This ob
Suffice it to say that themselves comfortable. The state (with the emphasis placed rather more There will also be offices and rest stacle, like every otner that has con
, be told here.
New Mexico did see her opportunity had to have a building first of all. J on the present than on the past, Be- - rooms and fifteen thousand square feet fronted the board, was vanquished,
, and that she embraced it by making The authorities had decided that all cause of the many scenes that can be of space which may be used for dis- Private individuals were found, who
a contribution to the general know- - architecture at the exposition snoulJ shown better by means of slides than plays.
were willing to contribute, and a loan
In the exhibit hall will be the mining was floated. The board held a com
be of one style, Spanish colonial. This by motion pictures a great many slides
ledge along the lines mentioned.
The first state legislature at Its ses- - imposed a limitation which gave New have been prepared in connection with display, the most complete' that has petition and chose a plan for the build;
eion in the spring of 1912 appropriat- Mexico an opportunity.
this set of lectures there being so ever been made by the state. The ing. It let the contract for the build
ed $30,00t) for an exhibit of New MexThe state had had its own architec many of both Jn fact, that it will take collection of specimens of minerals, ing and now the structure is complete
ico's varied resources at the exposi- ture long before the Spaniards made a week's time, regular schedules ob- though far more ample than any or ed, except for the plumbing and elec-tiiinstallations and the landscaping
tion, resting the control and expendi- their first visit to it, the Pueblo type served, for any slide to the be repeat- mer ones, will not be the only attrac
ture of the sum in a board of five men, This had been modified by the co& ed, tor any lecture to be delivered tion. "Rocks" are too hard for a lay- outside. More, it w almost entirely
.
to be named by the governor. It was quistadores to Berve their own pur twice. The board now has more than man to understand, it is felt, so map, paid for and the money Is coming in
tacitly understood that the same man poses and the demands of their more two thousand slides and many more charts and general displays will be to finish the payments, amounting to
v.bo had seen New Mexico's opportun- advanced ideas of conveniences until are in process of preparation. These added. There will be models also some $5,900.
The total cost will be
ity so long before should be of that a distinctive style had been attained. slides depict all phases of educational showing the geologic formations, re $33,600 for the bare building, landboard, and this understanding was car- - There were ample examples of this work, the life of the miners at the plicas of coal .mines, miniature miner scaping, etc., being additional.
riefi out. This tacit understanding type in the buildings erected by the New Mexico mines and many others. al veins and deposits.
The board has had $9,644 of state
Because of the great importance of funds. Private subscriptions brought
provided for the making of the proper conquerors, in the churches the Slides and motion pictures form the
sort of a "display," one that would not priests who accompanied them had btst method for displaying education irrigation in the state, there will also 82,753 additional.. There is yet to be
make the state known simply as a caused to be built, and in structures al work as they take the observer into be models of the Carlsbad project and obtained from the state the balance
great place of resource in agriculture, built by their successors, but follow the school room and show him what is some projects in Colfax county. Time of the $30,000 appropriated, but a large
mines and stock raising or merely as ing the same general lines. These actually being done; on the plaground permitting, there will be one of the portion of this has been alloted to
YOUR MONEY
a place of ancient ruins, remnants of wf re recommended to the attention of showing the pupils at recreation; into great Elephant Butte project which is maintaince of the building, payment
structures, of interest solely to the the architects who competed for the the homes, showing how they live; to send water even into Mexico. A of lecturers and picture operators, etc.
lirchaeologist. The display, it was un- - privilege of designing the New Mexico all giving a far better idea of the sort model pumping plant .will show the This allotment and the expenditures
derstood, should be a happy combina- - building. The successful design em of teachers that hold certificates In means taken to raise the underground already made leave only a small
tion of the two, something distinctive, bodied the main characteristics of two New Mexico and the Kind of children waters of the MImbres valley.
amount for taking of films and pic
New Mexican, in tone and essence, com-- of them, the old mission at Acoma, that attend school here than by any ' Another requirement of the exposi- tures for slides. The legislature evi- bination of the two,
tion authorities is that each state hold dently foresaw som such situation
something dis built a century and a half before a other means.
.
bluing at once the wealth of archae-Cioijic- single church had been erected in the
The Ias Vegas Normal University ing an exhibit shall provide an indus when It nflKsprt the "Will making
resource with evidence of famed "mission district" of southern even went so far as to have prepared trial map of its entire territory. By the appropriation for it and authorized
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HARVEY'S RANCH

Starvation In The
Midst of Plenty
starving, even though eating heartily three
They are starving because the usual diet lacks cer-

Many are actually

times a day.
tain essential

elements.

In making white flour, the outer coat of the wheat, containing the phosphate of potash and other vital mineral salU, is discarded. These mineral salts are absolutely necessary to nerve
health and therefore to bodily health.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
contains the whole nutriment of wheat and barley, including the

starts digestive
baking breaks down the starch cells.

The malting of the barley

mineral salts.
es and the

food digests In about

bread.

one-thir-

processGrape-Nu-

of the time required by white

!

Ready to serve convenient, healthful and appetizing.

"There's a Reason" for

Grape-Nut-

State Engineer
Santa Fe, July
James A. French today awarded to
U. O. Carlson the contract to build a
concrete culvert on the Camino Real
to span an arroyo near the deaf and
dumb school. The contract price is
$527.70.
Engineer J, W. Johnson,
who returned Saturday from the
road, found a number of property owners willing to put
the cast of permanent conup one-hal-f
crete culvert for that portion of El
Camino Real, while others were un
willing. If an agreement is made by
f
the
property owners to stand
expenditure the state will stand the
other half. '

REGISTER
MANY VACATIONISTS
AND MAKE TRIPS TO SURROUNDING PEAKS

Harvey's, the popular mountain resort, is having an unusually large
cumber of visitors this summer. During the past week visitors from ten
different states were registered at
that place. Mountara climbing constitutes the chief form of amusement
and some long trips are being taken
by the boarders. A party of the more
enthusiastic ones made the trip to
Elk mountain last week and were
pTeased with the view obtained from
the summit ' They were also treated
to one of the unusual sights of the;
world, seeing flowers growing at the
foot of a snow bank.
Those who returned Saturday said
that the country was m tne best condition that It has been for many years
and that the cattle are In excellent
shape. The prospects for a great
year are good and the farmers are in
good spirits.
Those registered at Harvey's
week were:
Miss Alice Gage,
M:ch.;
Miss Nell Stevenson, Kamikon. O.;
Miss Nell Dunkle, Indianapolis, Ind.;
P
f. T I UAfmAUa, fimsjl' Ari
R. Ettinger, Las Vegas; RTiss Charlotte Falter, Chicago; Miss Esther
Anderson, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.

one-hal-

Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
Then Foley Kidney Pills
Overworked kidneys will . break
dowa if not helped. When they can
no longer protect the blood and the
body from the poisons that come to
them, then look out for Bright's disease, serious kidney trouble and bladder annoyance.
Foley Kidney Pills
are your best protection, your best
medicine for weak, sore, overworked
kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.
If

Ss'-'ria-

s

sold by Grocers everywhere.

-
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20.

POPULAR RESORT

;
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MONDAY, JULY 20, 1914.

THREE COUNTIES DELINQUENT
Santa Fe July 20. All the assess
ment rolls are now in the hands of
the, traveling auditor except those
from San Miguel, Dona Ana and Kddy
counties and legal proceedings are to
be brought without delay against the
delinquent assessors. The last roil
to be received is that of Santa Fe
county, which was completed laie avurday.

Wuman s cuty to Herself
Every woman owes It to herself to
keep Id good health. No one can reasonably be expected to maintain a
cheerful disposition when half slcfe.
Indigestion and constipation are two
of the most common ills to which
women are subject and fortunately
are easily cured. Mrs. H. C. Getty,
Indiana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
was advised by a friend to try Chamberlain's Tablets for indigestion and
constipation. This mediclno not only
cured me of these disorders but toned
up my whole system so that my
health has been better than for years
since taking them." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

In

3

Positively the Biggest
Bargain of its Kind

ever Offered to the
Ladies of Las Vegas
We are selling the famous Williams Electric Iron for $1,33,
Electric Irons generally c o s t
,
sometimes $5.06. Here is'
your opportunity to save $1.52 or
more, by taking advantage of this

WHITE FILES DAMAGE SUIT
Santa Fe, July 20. John H. White,
of Demlng has filed suit for $50,000
damages against the A. T. and S. F.
Ry., alleging that he was thrown under a baggage car at Demlng while
attempting to effect a coupling of
cars. He was employed as a switch
man and attributes the accident to the
alleged negligence of the defendant

$3-50-

splendid opportunity to get a Williams Electric Iron like your
friends have for a remarkably
low price.

If yoa have neglected your kidneys
and suffer from backache, weak back,
headache, rheumatism and distressing
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
healing and curative medicine you
need to give you back your health
and strength. They are tonic In action, quick to give good results. They
will help you. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

YOU WILL BUY AN ELECTRIC IRON
EVENTUALLY

--

lift

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT
AND

SURVEYING

PARTY

POWER

IN FIELD

Santa Fe, July 20. ihe United
States surveying gang of Lee H. Miller which left Santa- - Fe this week,
has arrived at Oscuro for two months
work. The corps Is camping In Spring
canyon and will first survev the town- ship around the mining camp of Par-eon, and. then the. Oscura townshipj
--

COMPANY

both in Lincoln county. After that they will survey two townships north.
of Carrizozo in the Mai Pais country.
Socorro and Lincoln counties. In thecorps is Professor A; A. McClure of
the New Mexico .Military institute,
who is instructor in engineering, and.
Albert Wheelon, eon of Dr. Charlea
ACWheelon of Santa Fe.
-
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The Biggest
"Hit" at the
Ball Game

long-gowne-

Every day of the baseball season a thousand ball game9 are played
throughout the United States and hundreds of thousands of ''fans"
e
enjoy 'Bull" Durham
cigarettes white they watch the
games. "Bull" Durham has become a part of the National Game.
Millions of "fans" would no Booner think of sitting through a ball
game without rolling "Bull" Durham, than they would think of

CITROLAX
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
CAPITAL

I

PAID IN

I.

M. Cunningham. Preside
Frank Springer,

SURPLUS

$aV
r- -

-r"

Finest physic in the world for chil
dren. They love to take it it tastes
like lemonade. It is mild and suits
their sensitive organs. It is thorough
and keeps their systems cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. It does the!
same for grown-ups- ,
too.
An Ideal
laxative. O. O. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

--
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V
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D, T, Hosklns, Cashier.
B. 8. Lewis. Ass
Cash.

t

'
IAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAN
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

D, V.

... Prealdep
Tloe Preaident

Trurw

Interest Paid On Deposits

GENUINE

UE3HAK1
SMOKING TOBACCO

nesota State Federation of Labor, and
tho largest gathering in the history
of that organization, assembled in
Duluth today for a three days' ses
sion; The initial session this morn
ing was devoted to the work of or
ganization and the annual reports of
President E. O. Hall, Secretary Treas
urer W. E. McEwen and the other officers of the federation.

(Enough for forty

S-ct- nt

cigarettes in each 5c sack)

e

Baclu

FREE
r
jf

Durham,

N.C.

Hull"
Durham,

THE AMERICAN
TOSACCO COATANY

ill
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M
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to Roll

Your Own" Cigarettes,
cook of cigarette
Md
pipers, will both be mailed
to you, fret, on postal re
quest. Address

!f.T

An Illustrated
Booklet, show

ing correct way

HEARING

Attorney J. H.
Crist leaves tomorrow for Taos, hav
ing been retained by Jack Ridwell who
will be given a preliminary hearing
on Tuesday before Justice of Peace
C. I. Dwire on the charge of killing
William Frazer, a mining man. A.
C. Probert of Taos, who was Interested
in the mines at Twining, over which
thp fatal quarrel occurred, arrived in
Santa Fe last evening.

XV

hand-mad-

"Bull" Durham is a distinctive form of tobacco enjoyment. The
mellow flavor and fresh fragrance of "Bull" Durham hand-mad- e
cifra- rettes attorn complete, healthful and
(
AA for FREE boohef
lasting satisfaction.1 Roll your own . ' '
"petpen" with each
t

I.,

H08KINI

seeing a circus without peanuts.

-

PRELIMINARY
Santa Fe, July 20

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. Q. HATDOH.
H. W. KXLLT

hand-mad-

MINNESOTA LABOR FEDERATION
Duluth, Minn., July 20. The thirtysecond annual convention of the Min

V,

WHY. NOT NOW?

"Always at Your Service"

offer a trophy for the winner of the Joshua Hunker and daughter, Sauls-burPRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE
ATHLETIC ADVANCE Decathlon.
HunSanta
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. George
Fe, July2 0. Rev. B. Z. Mc- Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
The first far eastern Olympic meet ker and children. Las Vegas; Mr. and
Culiough,
pastor of the First Presbyte
The most prompt and effectual
was that held at Manila in February, and Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Las Vegas;
leaves tomorrow for Am- rian
church,
s
for marrnoea is tnanmenaiu
IN THE FAR EAST iyi3, when the Philippine athletes un O. M. Lamprecht, Chicago; Eugene cure
Union
lutad,
county, as a committee
Colic, Cholera and Diarhoea Remedy.
to look into the ad
der American tutelage won the great Thomas, Chicago; Miss Bessie Jack- When
the
of
unPresbytery
given as soon aa the first
est number of points. But the Chin son, Clover, S. C; Mrs. Loura C.
of establishing a Presbyte
visability
bowels
ap
of
the
looseness
natural
rian college or school at that point
CHINA, RAPIDLY COMING TO THE ese delegation was second, and there Wltten, Las Vegas; Bernice Witten,
pears one dose is nearly always suf
BE
SCENE
OF
MAY
is
FORE,
seemingly a good chance for their Las Vegas; Phil H. LeNolr, Las ficient to effect a cure. It should be In the dry farming section of the
OLYMPIC GAMES
state. Application for such an instiwinning first place this year. The Vegas; Albert McRae, Chicago; Clar
kept' at hand for Instant use. For tution was made to the
Philippines, however, are to send a ence Green, Chicago; M. F. Plncetl, sale
presbytery by
by all dealers. Adv.
force of 65 athletes to Shanghai, and Porvenir; Miss Alta Blake, Denver,
Amistad.
a
of
20.
Evidences
Shanghai, July
the Japanese, with their characteristic Ruth Simpson, Miss Olive Loderer,
great awakening of interest in athle- energy are busy
RATTLESNAKE
BITES CHILD
developing men Miss Bess Tillson, A. E. Lawson of
MEDICAL DIRECTOR RETIRES
reachtic s throughout China have been
Santa Fe,. July 20. The three year
of the island empire. The pic TucPherson, Kas.r O. E. Hawklnson,
worthy
to
Is
be
which
the
Washington, July 20. Medical Di
place
ing Shanghai,
turesque Malay state of Slam is also Marquette, Kas.; Milton Hawklnson, old son of Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Skow rector Frank Anderson, who for some
of holding the far eastern Olympto to
rattlea
was
bitten by
be represented with swimmers, ten McPherson, Kas.; Miss Agnes Hus- - at Carrizozo
games next October.
snake. The wound was In the thumb time past has been acting as presi
men.
Mrs.
nis
and
track
Mc
Agnes
players
Kas.;
oand,
Pherson,
in
Enthusiasm is at such a pitch
dent of the naval examining board,
While the international Olympic M. Wright, Las Vegas; Miss Alice and the child's arm began to swell
ome quarters that it is said to be only
was placed on the retired list of the
to
was
taken
The
boy
was
committee
Immediately.
inclined at first CasBfdy, Crystal Lake, 111.; Mrs. Gl
a matter of years perhaps only a few games
to view the far eastern Olympic games W. Weasel, Denver; Harry Roebuck, a private hospital, an anasthetio ad- - navy today on account of having
Olympiads when Peking shall be the Idea as
treated reached the age limit for active serv- of a. conflicting organisa Las Vegas?
Mrs. Orvllle S. Kelly, ministered and the wound
oene of the World's Olympics.
It tion, thethat
Ice..
recover.
eastern
will
child
far
association
;
IThft
has Dorotha Kelly Dixon Kelly of Kansas
was a striking Instance of the new
- "
order of things when, from Way 18 to since become affiliated with the inter City; Mrs. Hugo Schade, St. Tjouis; jI
22, last, the historic Temple of Heaven national games committee, and has Miss Laura Schade,. St. Louis: Mrs. There Is Healirta tn Foley Kidney Pills
as,fea tmiia to send a representative I Mrs. Emma Sandbrink, Catawissa,
You need, a mighty good medicine if I
grounds, for centuries past dedicated to
the next meeting of the committee Mo.; Robert Sprlngfelt, Denver; Fred once your kidneys are exhausted by)
to the exclusive use of the emperor, at- Berlin.
I
A further bond has been Nblette, Las
were thrown open for a national athleneglect and overwork, and you have
Vegas.
I
established
the
on
be
Their
by
presentation
got
.
tic meet at Peking.
- it In Foley Kidney Pills..
action is prompt, healing and tonic. I
This was preliminary to the organi- half of the Olympic games committee
more
There Is
Catarrh in this sec Sound health and sound
kidneys fol
zation of a strong team for the far of a perpetual trophy to be held by tion of
the country than all other dis low their use.
the
nation
num
the
O. O.I
winning
them.
greatest
Try
meet
eastern
in Shanghai next fall. To
eases put
and until the last Schaefer and Red Cross
Store.
Drug
facilitate the organization, the empire ber of points in the far eastern cham few years together,
was supposed to be Incur
,
Adv.
"was divided into four sections, north, pionships.
able. For a great many years doctors
east, south, and west, with each sec
it a local disease and pre
CLOTHING BUNK NIPPED
tion represented by an athletic asso-- Eases Torment of Asthma and "Hay prononunced
set lbed local remedies, and by con
.clntion. The competitors were for the
Santa Fe, July 20. James Lopez
Fever
to
cure
local
with
treat
stantly failing
most part from mission colleges, gov
in the bud a clothing
ment, pronounced it Incurable.. Scl today nipped
For
the
discomfort
of
and
misery
was
ernment schools, and the Young Men's
swindle
that
sprung on unsus
to
con
has
be a
proven Catarrh
asthma and hay fever use Foley's tnce
A stranger ap
Christian association.
Santa
Feans.
stitutional disease, and therefore re pecting
him
The honors showered upon the stu- noney ana Tar compound. It puts a
take
an order for
to
proached
quires constitutional treatment Hall's
a suit of clothes, representing himself
dents who led the field in the mile healing, soothing coating over the Catarrh Cure, manufactured
J.
F.
by
swollen, tickling membranes, and easto be salesman for a New York house.
runs or did the
dash, in ten
es the thick and choking sensation. Cheney and Co., Toledo, 0., Is the only The
seconds, recall the fact that it was
stranger landed the order but i
cure
nstitutlonal
on
ct
the
market It
to breathe easily and nat
nly a few years ago that the scholas- Helps you
Lopez became suspicious and teleis
acts
taken
It
internally.
directly
urally. In the yellow package. O.
tic ideal in China was altogether that G.
graphed to New York, The reply
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. on the blood and mucous surfaces of came back
d
of the
that no house pf the name
youth with hands
one
hundred
Ibe
offer
system.
They
Adv.
5n sleeves and philosophic countenance
the.
by
stranger is doing busi
given
dollars for any case it falls to cure
ness in the metropolis. The stranger
lent to the ground.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Government officials, from President
BOOkS ISSUED
REGISTRATION
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To was compelled to cough up what he
Yuan Shi Kal down have expressed
had collected and beat it out of town
Santa Fe, July 20. Secretary of ledo, O.
their hearty interest in the games. An State Antonio Lucero today sent to Sold by Druggists, 75c.
headed for Albuquerque.
appropriation of $5,000 has been auth- the various counties the registration
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
orized for them, and the president will books for the 1914 election.
CITROLAX
patlon. Adv..
.
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NATIONAL GUARD SHORN REWARD

SOUGHT BY BOTH SIDES
RAILROADS AND LABOR ORGANIZATIONS SUBMIT DIFFERENCES TO BOARD

OF ORNASIENTALS

'

OFFERED

the approaching ball while looking directly Into the sun. There Is no chance
for them to fall off the cap, and tbe
fielder does not have to look through
dark glasses all the time. They are
invention of Fred Clarke, manager of
the Pittsburgh National league team.

FOR PATMONT

NEW RULING ON STANDARD OF PREACHER
DISAPBAD
WITH
OFFICERS CAUSES GENERAL
PEARING HABIT WANTED
DEPOPULATION
IN DETROIT

KV7

NO STAY FOR SPENCER
V $
East St Louis, Mo., July 20. Henry
- M. PADGETT....
Editor.
Chicago, July 20. rlopes for a setWashington, July 20 Application
Detroit, Jdily" 20. One thousand'dol- Spencer, sentenced to be banged on
tlement of the wage dispute between of the new militia 'laws' to the Na lars reward will be paid to the person July 31 for the murder of Mrs. Mildred
the enginemen of the western rail tional Guard has caused a heavy pa- or persons who' can locate Rev. Louis Allison Rexroat, a Chicago tango
roads and their employes took defin- per mortality among1 .the ;; highly or- R Patmount,' the temperance worker, teacher, was refused a stay of execuite shape today with the assembly of nament at officers. - The requirement who has been missing from his home tion by justices of the state supreme
federal board of mediation, whose that the .militia conform
the
at
East
Cntarsd
ths postofflca at
organiza here for five .weeks, according to an court
Ntw Mexico for trans- - pood offices have been accepted by tion to regular army standards has announcement made by. Police ComtlMka through the United Bute loth sides. William, L. Chambers, been met by all of the states except missioner John
of. this

V1

3

The;Mora Gem m

'i

"

-

A New Mexico Stone
Found in Mora County

-

Ui, Tuu,

Gillisple
city
Commissioner Gillespie said t:
fo4ay.
.
members of the Plum SJxeet Qburch
BASEBALL " NOTES
'
,;
' " '
'
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
4
of Christ of. Detroit have made up the
contribution for the reward.
Dally, by Carrier
Andrew Boerslg of the locaj. fSfit&s-- .Winning seven games In a row
.1 .06
erjOopy -tive
. OS
Oaet Week
department, has Just returned from the Boston Red Sox Is somefor
a
the
an
record
of
cirChicago
.
after
Month
the
Into
M
thtjig
investigation
On;
cumstances surrounding the first dls- - White Sox..
. 1M
Cm Tear
tl
'
of Rev. Patmont at West , i First Baseman, Hoblitzel of the
Mall
appearance
Dally, by
WESTERN FEDERATION
ma Tear (In advance)
Redg Is having one of his
vllle, I11.J the latter part , of March,
ft!
. 1.00
Wx Months (In advance)
has been
that the minister (poorest seasons - with the stick" since
CONVENEHT DENVER was kidnaped alleged
in Westville because of he came into the National league.
. 7.00
Ob Tear (la arrears)
'
. 1.71
his activity during a local option camx Moatas (la arrears):
'WU1 Beag Becker follow Josh
to the Boston Nationals? The
and
his
that
second
paign,
disappear
SPLIT IN THE LOCAL AT BUTTE
1
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
two
were
was
ance
West
the
fear
result
of
together, with .the Giants,
by
FOR
FIRST TOPIC
GROWER
ville "suspects" that they, would be the Reds and the Phillies.
.U.OO
gMj Tecx
Enos Kirkpatrick, who has been out
identified and brought to trial.
LOO
tht; Months i.
of. the Baltimore Federal lineup all
biennial
20.
first
The
Denver, July
season because of a broken bone in
MODERN LULLABY
convention of the
end the twenty-firs- t
'
his
ankle, has rejoined the Terrapin
(Cash In Advance fer Mall
on
the
baby, up
bough,
Western Federation of Miners began You
The
longest game ever played in
Subscriptions.)
get .your milk from a certified
here today. The split in the local or
the Kansas league was staged the
xemit by check, draft or money
cow!
order. It sent ether wise we will not
ganization at Butte was one of the Before your eugenic young parents other day and resulted in Hutchinson
be responsible for loss.
CONFERENCE CALLED BY first subjects taken up. Nine dele
wed ....
defeating Great Bend 4 to 3 in 21 Inv
Specimen copies free on application,
nings.
had
how
decided
should
be
They
you
gates from the loyal remnant of the
"Birdie" Cree is doing the same
KING ON HOME RULE local there are attending the conven Kush-a-by-fed.
kind
of fancy hitting with the Yankees
tree-toon
the
baby,
AT
ALL, PAPERS DISCONTINUED
tion. It is said a compromise at Butte If
he did with the Baltimore Ori
that
trots
her
tell
you,
grandmother
you
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the
Discussion
of
in the season.
earlier
oles
will
he
proposed.
to
stop;
REPRESENTATIVES OF ALL FAC
PAID FOR
over
several
Shun
extend
will
the
at
that
Butte
grandyour
split
TIONS TO DISCUSS GREAT
mother rides
GAS MAIN BLOWS UP
PROBLEM
are guaranteed the
Advertisers
days it is said.
If
.will
to
harm
work
insldes
Kan.., July 20 Four
little
your
Coffeyville,
largest daily and weekly circulation
Delegates from all metal mining dis Mamma's
eloentific she .knows all niert were Injured severely when gas
M any newspaper in northern New
tricts in the United States and reprei the laws
Inaiilgh pressure main ten miles east
Mexico.
London, July 20. Premier Asqulth sentatives from Alaska and Canada She
kisses
her
here exploded today. They are Bert
of
carbolic
through
darling
at the opening of the house of com were in attendance when President
Charles Kloeher, Letcher Beach
gauze.
Ruth,
mons today announced that King
TELEPHONES
Rock-a-byLouis-C- .
Nelson. They were exand
don't
and
to
convention
baby,
order.
called
wriggle
the'
George "in view of the grave politi Moyer
.
.Main
line when the explothe
uslnets Office
squirm;
amining
pipe
cal situation, has considered it right The meetings had been arranged for
.Main
News Department . . .
was blown through
is
occurred.
near
like
a
Ruth
looks
that
sion
you
to summon a conference of (.he rep Hancock, Mich., but were transferred Nothing
and was cut and
wire
fence
a
germ.
nearby
i
resentatives of&ol'itical parties, both to Denver at a recent meeting of the
All were blinded temporarily.
York Evening Sun. torn.
New
British ajidjHSi, to discuss the out- executive committee or the federation.
MONDAY, JULY 20, 1914.
They will recover.
standing points of the problem of
Today's session was expected to be
SUN GLASSES FOR FIELDERS
Irish glvarnnijSalL",
devoted to organization. The report
NO MORE PRETTIES
A VICTOttl OF TEACH
Pittsburgh, July 20. The latest in
The premier added that the Right of the credentials committee, It was
Is
baseball
the
of
sun
Invention
glassBoston,
July 20. After July 1, 1915,
In connection with the comment of Honorable James Lowther, speaker of
said, might be presented late today.
es for fielders. The glasses are riv displays of women's hosiery in Boston
the British press on what it is pleas- the house of commons, would, at his
The annual report of President Moyer eted to the
peak of the cap and work will be reduced to a minimum. For
ed to call President Wilson's diplomat majesty's request, preside over the v. as not expected X.9- - be reached be- on a
When not needed to shield years the women of Boston have fought
hinge.
fore tomorrow. It Is expected that his the W victory, following Huerta's abdi- - conference.
the
eyes
glasses rest against the to have the high Steps of street cars
Pre- report will deal with the recent- - suc
In view of the
pteak of the. cap. When a ball is hit lowered. Their efforts were successli ion in Mexico, it (is Interesting tojnijer Asqiiith'sald: developments
he would not ask cess of the copper miners In Mlchrghs, the fielder
wearing a pair of these new ful today, when the: public, service
recall the president's' closing words tne house.. to. discuss
in Butte;- - local, and "other glasses simply touches the rim of the commission orderedlall steps on street
tolay a mil. to
lo congress in a message dated August amend the Irish home rule bill. The topics In which the federation is viglasses and they fall down In front of cars to be no higher than 17 Inches
invitations to the conference have tally Interested. During the conven- his
27, 1913:
eyes and give him a chance to see after the date mentioned.
'The steady pressure of moral force been accepted by two representatives tion the referendum vote on officers
each of the regular opposition, of the will be canvassed and the results anwill before many days break the bar
Ulster unionists, of the Irish nation nounced.
riers of pride and prejudice down, alists, and of 4he government.
Discussing privately the amalgamaand we shall triumph as Mexico's
Premier Asqwjh gad he hoped the tion proposal, President Moyer said
friends sooner than we could triumph meetings of the conference would be that "it is a matter that all miners!
as her enemies and how much more gin today.
have considered Important for a conIhV
Andrew. Bonar Law, leader of the siderable time."
handsomely, and with how much high
the
to
both
the fact that
He referred
er and fiqer satisfaction of con- opposition, in Its behalf remarked
that It had "loyally accepted the com- Western Federation of Miners and
science and honor!"
the United Mine Workers of America
At the time of this message jingo-- . mand of his majesty."
Ism pretended to stand aghast .. Such Redmond'-Think- s
Call Unattractive are affiliated with the mining departsentiment put a stop to all hopes of John Reunjond, leader of "the Irish ment of the American Federation of
aggression and conquest on our part nationalists, appeared to regard the Labor and that the Western Federation
It was the passing of. too good a proposed conferenc'e.;as
scarcely at- is in sympathy with it, and added:
''
"'The only, thing that would bring
chance for
rhetoric tractive He said:
closer together is amalgamano
them
take
and the issuing of certain chosen "My colleagues and myself
;
names on the part of the host of am responsibility for the policy of calling tion."
John McLennan, president of District
n ,1K
munition manufacturers
both pyrc-- this conference, and I don't think 1
am called on 'to express, an opinion No. 15, United Mine Workers of Amtechnlcal am damnatory to be
fact that
wlthohuddef" But t$eSsi&-Que- l as to whether ' ,the result will prove erica, called attention to the favorable
hisi
took
Th
steps
invita
organization
useful
the
has more than proven the wisof
contrary.
tion came to John Dillon and myself to the proposed merger with the last
dom of the chief executive's policy.
"!'. Had he
gone to war with Mexico in the form. of a; command from the convention in Indianapolis.
a' year ago the problem south of the; ting and as such we at once obeyed."
HENNESY OUT FOR OFFICE
a',- nationalist
tSinnell,
Rio Grande would not have been eb 7 Lay fjpnc
Hen:
York, July
note
a
memt'njr,
jNew
iulWjected
warring
near its true solution today as it now;
wno was an investigator
ior
r.esy,
Into
the:
Interlude
otherwise
out
As
we
the
peaceful
before,
is.
pointed
who
and
Sulzer
subsequently
Governor
"if
there was any precedent
bation wouli ,probably be confronted by asking
created a stir in political circles betoy a state of guerilla warfare that for the premier advising the king to
cause of his attacks on Tammany in
contoould cost many more lives than all place himself at the head of a
the mayoralty campaign last fall, left
the
defeat
of
wishes
to
the
the glory of the world slnce.it began spiracy
the city yesterday on a three weeks'
;"
could possibly compensate.
Many house?" The question was ignored
automobile! tour of the state. Ac
and
with
the house then proceeded
tiloody battles would .have ..been
cording to friends he is to make a perfought. We should be In posaefbn other business.
sonal canvass of the state to see what
if a very hostile country. An arntj'
the .sentiment jjs. for , an independent
mlllon
of not less than a quarter of a
HUNKER ADMITTED TO PRACTICE democratic, ticket .next fall. .Mr! 'Hen.
rould he doing garrison duty and actSanta Fe, July 20. On motion of nUy's .name, for some time past has
ing as a target for sniping squads hid- Judgre E.R. Wright Chester A. Hunk been mentioned as a possible nominee
den fn the underbrush; .
er of Las Vegas tvasi today admitted for governor on,,an independent ticket.
After a single year of forced occu- to the
practice In the federal court.
pation we should be mourning the Attorney John J. Kenney of Santa Fe KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS BIENNIAL
loss of thousands of brave men, and was also admitted.
Terre Haute, Ind., July 20. While
Our national debt, which, when com-trp- d
train continued to unload sir
every
to the sacrifice of a single
and visitors to the internationknights
NORDICA STATUE PROJECTED
liuman life, sinks Into the most triflbiennial
al
encampment of the Uniing Insignificance, would have been New York. July 20. Friends of the form Rank Knights of Pythias. and tbe
Increased by hundreds of millions. late Madame Nordica have enlisted the
golden jubilee of. the order here this
And our neighbors would not be paci- aid of prominent musicians and music
not a little Interest centered in
week,
fied. The bitterness of Intervention lovers in a plan to. erect a statue of
the meeting of the supreme assembly
would he choking Its own best ends. the diva in Central Park according to
Wednesday at which a "successor to
announcement today.
Major General Arthur J.' Stbbbart of
St
Paul, Minn., will be chosen '
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
' 34th seaaoa of Chit famous mounAutomobile stage line to Mora
LONDON WOOL AUCTION 1
Tuesday, Thursday and Sattain resort Carriage out every Sat
London.
Las
July 20. At the wool sales
Vegas
postoffice
leaving
nrday morning, returning following urday,
asStf
bales were offered. The
m.
rdav
a.
Friday; charge. Including passage 8" a m., arriving Mor 9:45
usual.
fcoth ways $18. Special rates tor long- Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas attendance wai. Smaller-tha,
er time. Address Bast Las Vegas, 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; The offerings,-- principally cf cross
Box B. Leave enters at Marphey't one way, . Round trip tickets good fc da, met with a ready demand from
The tens was steady.
for one iweek. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. all quarters.
pf Plaza hotel. Adv.
397.
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main
Ainericanst purchased; freely ot fine
r'
mediums. I
'
Adv.
Tfia
tor
Subscribe
"i
f
OpQa.

Mils m second class matter.

.

- .....

chairman of the mediation board;
Martin A. Knapp, federal judge, and
G. W. W. Hanger, assistant commis
sioner of labor,1 arrived here yesterday
to represent th, government in the
coniereuce m waica we locomotive
etigineifSj wjU he represented by, their
grand chief. Warren S, Stone, and the
and hostlers by W. S.
firemen
Carter, president of their brotherhood.
The managers' committee of the 98
roads involved is headed by A. W.
Trenholm of the Chicago, St Paul,
Minneapolis and Omaha railroad.
The mediators heard first the side
of the railroads, which was presented
by Mr. Trenholm, and later were to
abe. upJjtyemploye8' case. The program .came for alternate meetings of
the mediators with the representatives
with the roads and tie men.
,

South Carolina witn, the startling re-cult that there have already been drop
ped three major generals, 30 brigadier
generals, more than 100 colonels and
a corresponding number of officers of
lesser rank.

We are showing these stones, in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

.

cut reaJy for mounting.

-

They range in hardness betweeu the
Topaz and Sapphire.

hot an imitation of the Diamond,

Cin-cjnna-

but

a bright white stone.
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TftA'DE
KANSAS' CITY'LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, July 20. Hogs, re
Chicago, July 20. Huge arrivals of
ceipts 4,000. Market - strong. Bulk newly harvested wheat here today had
$8.909.05; heavy $99. 05 packers a bearish effect on the market The
and butchers J8.959.07Vi ; lights receipts were said to aggregate fully
2,000 carloads. In addition the weath?3.909.25.
(.(
Cattle, receipts 11,000! Market stea- - er northwest was clear and favorable,
oy. Prime fed steers
9.409.85; with the spring crop maturing
dressed beef steers $89.25; west- fast. The opening, which ranged from
ern steers 89.50; southern steers
cent lower to a sTiaide advance, waa
$i;.758.75; cows $47. 50; .heifers followed by a declinw ail around. The
cent
$G.509.60; stockers .and feeders close was strong, V4 to
$C.258.25; calves $6.5010.
higher.
Fear of a dry year made corn firm.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market stea
Lambs $8.258.90r yearlings After opening
dy.
cent
cent off to
$6.257; wethers $4.T55.75; ewes up, prices scored a general gain. Tho
5.
cTtse was firm at
to
cent net advance.
s.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Oats ranged with corn.
New York, July 20. Adverse for
Plentiful offerings overcame an eareign and domestic news', the' latter 'em- ly advance in provisions.
The temporary upturn resulted from
bracing damage to crops in the middle
west were the main factors In today's the fact that hog receipts at western
dull market. The closing was heavy.- points continued to be far below tho
The last sales were: T
69,
The Closing quotations for the day.
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Refg. ;......... 72
were as follows;
V.':'!.
91
Atchison .
Sept. 79.
Wheat, July'
;.!..;'; ';.';: 161
Reading .
Corn, July
Sept
67.
Southern Paciflo .'..;.,.'...'.i.".'l."95
Oats, July 36
35.
Sept
Union Pacific ex div...v:'.V.!::i.l2SVs
Pork, July. $22.75; Sept $21.10.
United States Steel . . . . A W. . i'l 60
Lard, July $10.12; Sept. $10.22.
United SUtes Steel pfd. V. .tl .i;i09
Ribs, July $12.01; Sept. $11.95.
i':VV'.'..Tvi 89
Chino' Copper

.,,

,
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70;
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COME ON MR. BOOSTER., BUY ONE

THE

THE
ANSWER

QUESTION.
NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE ARMORY.
Can Las Vegas Support a
Base Ball Team

Frank Johnston, of Hudder's Field,
England, Is risking his cousin, John
Rabbins of this city.
David Rosen wald reft yesterday for
New Tfik City on his annual fall buying trip..-- He expects to be away for
About two ' months..
E. Bl Perkins of Lake Charles, La.,
la & visitor in this city.
J. W. Giddins, of Santa Fe is in town
on a business visit Mr. Glddings was
formerly editor of the Santa Fe New
Mexican and Is now head of the New
"Mexico Journal of Education.
A.
A. Eingsi.ru in, oi vuiorauo
Springs, is visiting friends in thlc city.
H. Von Ahrer, a Pueblo man,' Is registered at one of the local hotels.
B. J. Barget of Sapello left this
morning for his home at that place
after snneHng Saturday aniunday
,1
in this ctty.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Montgomery
of Clinton, Iowa, are visiting this city.
A arty from Albuquerque, which
has been visiting Mrs. J. B. McCoy
of this city for the past week, left this
afternoon for the Duke cniy. Mrs.
Harry Asplnwall, Mrs. Carl Hoping,
Mrs. Harry Llthgow and Mrs. William Bryce were the visitors.
W. H. Dearstyne of the Peters Papers company, Denver, Is visiting the
trade.
Miss Lou and Miss Alice Tipton
leave tomorrow morning Jor their
liome at Sanchez.
A. A. Gallegos is visiting this city
Mr. Gallegos is a memDerpf the board
of county commissioners , and represents the Villanueva district
Miss Ethel Garret left yesteraay afternoon for MaxwelL
Mrs. Henry Goldstein of Mora, was
a visitor in this city yesterday and
loft; this.. morning for her home at that
.

ilace.

.

Western League

Chldester of Albuquerque is
among the city's visitors today.
Allen N. Nye of Denver was a visit
or in this city yesterday.
Edward Kramer and wife are visit-or- s
from Chicago.
From Fort Worth, Texas, are Mr.
and Mrs. O. E. Novey.
C. H. Roha of Kansas City, Missouri, is a visitor in the city.
C. W. Strong of Santa Fe is visiting

Federal League
It.
W.

4'

..
4

New; York
,

agent

of

the

company.

Al-

American League
Detroit at Boston.
St. Louis at New York.
Cleveland at Washington.
Chicago at Philadelphia,
National League'
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Brooklyn at St Louis.
New York at Cincinnati.
Boston at Pittsburgh.

we4ahf)?B

Federal League
Chicago at Kansas City.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Baltimore at Buffalo.'
St Louis at Chicago.
Western League
Topeka at Omaha,
St Joseph at Lincoln.
Wichita at Sioux City.
Des Moines at Denver.

f7:00 p. m. B. Y. P. U. conference.
S:00 p. m. "Building the Sunday
L. Rupard.
Scaplbj-J- I,
'
t
"V" " TUESDAY

'

TAKEN
NEED

ANYTHING 'YOU

IN FURNITURE OR RUGS
AT ACTUAL EASTERN COST

Plus Ten (10) per Cent and the
FREIGHT RATE to be

showyoiT'the Net
and

Catalogues.

For Cash on Delivery
DURING OUR JULY CLEARING SALE
$13.50

t

o,

SPECIAL
ORDERS

Lists

47

Gam-tscjn;-

MONDAY

Price

48

,500
.440
.422
.397

American League
L.
W.
Pet
LETTER LIST
.600
48
32
Philadelphia
letters remaining uncalled for, for Detroit
.553
38
47
the week ending July 18, 1914:
.537
38
44
Washington .
.529
40
45
Msis Charlotte Anderson; Miss Alda Boston
.518
40
43
and
Mr.
Mr..
Carter;
V.;R.
Chicago
Snglin;
.512
40
42
; St. Louis
Mr.
James
Mrs, SB. Dougherty;
.405
47
32
Miss Anna Liedtke; John R. New York
.341
54
28
.
'
Cieveland
Lloyd r Sr. Don Albino Lopez; Mrs.
Mary B, .Murphy; Jose Aniceto RoWestern League
W.
(2);
L.
Reynolds
W.
Pet
merq;,,Mr. Da,vld
.591
36
52
Mrs Oscar Stern; Don Daniel San- - Denver
.584
37
52
Sioux
E.
Mr.
C.
City
chejf enora Pablita Salas;
.573
38
51
Su
Joseph
I. Tern.
.528
42
47
Lincoln
'When 'caljlng1 for the above letters
.605
45
46
Des Moines
.477
46
42
p'.ease aai for, "Advertised Letters."
.
Omaha
.396
Postmaster.
65
36
V.
LONG,
Wichita
E,
moKp
-r.
.352
59
32
".'"..
Topeka .
fROSPERS
ASBESTOS
COMPANY
C P. Trumbull of the New Mexico
Asbestos company, in an interview
.
TODAY'S BASEBALL
..
with, a representative of the Optic toda,y,rtold how a sample of the product
Of the mine had been sent back to tne

j

We

35

..31

f

Dressers for

$15.00 Dressers for

$10.65

$17.50 ..Dressers for

$12.95

$19.50 Dressers for

$13.75

$22.50 Dressers for

$16.25

9:45 a. ra. Conducting the Sunday
school.'.
2:30 p. m. The Forward Movement
Sunday, 'School.
7:00 ,a- m. B. Y. P. U. conference.
8; 00 p. m. "Pedagog, Normal Les
son" Jt L. Rupard.
WEDNESDAY
"9:45 a'm. Teacher Training, What,
Why, How?
Movement
2:$0 p. m. The Forward
'
School.
Sunday
sfi00 p. m. B. Y. P. TJ. conference.
'
8:00 p. m. "Sunday School ProbHow to Solve Them" J. L.
lems.

Rupard.
"Gathering Up the Fragments"
M. Harris.

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
National League
R.H.E.
At Chicago
3 8 1
Brooklyn
7
10 2
Chicago
Batteries; Rucker, Schmutz, Reul-ba- ch
and Miller; Pierce, Zabel and
;

,

BresnahaDi.

At St. Louis
St. Louis

R.H.E.
R.H.E.

Philadelphia

4

.

4

"Batteries: Perritt and Snyder"'

we do as we advertise.
.

No de

ceptions at this store.

Tlir DnPniTUHI
I

FORUM

nr. nuotninML
Opposite Y. M.

compiit

C

A.

3!

(I

3

Mat-tiso-

Rixey, Mayor and Klllifer.

R. S.E.
At CinclnnaU
3 8 6
Boston 2 5 6
Cincinnati .
Batteries: Crutcher, Strand, James
PRESIDENT FAVORS DAM BILLS
20
President and Gowdy, Whaling; Yingling ahd
Washington, July
of Erwint
came
out
in
support
Wilsontoday
the dam bills agreed on at a series of
Federal League
White House conferences and pend
iu- R.H.K.
to
answer
Louis
At
In
St
in
congress.
ing
3 5 0
qulries be said he believed them to Indianapolis
0 6 2
be to accord with the best conserva St Louis
tion Ideas and in no eense party meas--, Battreis: Kaiserling and Rariden;
ures. President Wilson said today 0room and Chapman.
that during his recent conferences
R, H.'e.
At Kansas City-- with " business men, those men who
did
813 0
bad
conditions
business
Chicago
thought
-- 7 11
1
.
not "hold the. tariff to be responsible. Kansas City
Batteries:
Brennan,
consensus
of
he
gathered
Prendergast,
The
opinion
was that business needed time to re Hendrlx and Wilson; Harris, Adams
and Easterly.
adjust itself 4o the tariff.

J.

...
.

Come and see for yourself that

2 20

1

'"

ohiaha;." :'
Topeka i '

I;

"

'

COMPAR.ATIVE STATEMENT

:j.:.6
5

10

e

6

1

PEOPLES BANK ta TRUST COMPANY

Stile,-Trippl-

June
M

v-

' ! At Lincoln"1

..

'

.

'

30, 1913
'

Resource

Resources
Loans and discounts
Furniture and fixture
Cash and due from banks--

$223,817.83

Furniture and fixtures .
Cash and due from banks..
:

4,750.00
19 210.45
$247,808 IS

R. ILE.
-

-

Capital
Profits
Deposits -

.

Second Game
R.H. E.
9 ' 8 0
Lincoln
4 10 4
St Joseph
Batteries: Cooney and Rehor; Ster-zePurcell and Schang, Griffith.

June

30, 1014

'J

,

fcon and discounts...

;.".2

1

East Las Vegas, New flexico

v

e
Batteries:
and Crosr
BJdgeway"anJ Waite. "
R. H. E.
Second Gam- e- - "
8 14 2
Omaha .
3 9 5
Topeka - -- J
Batteries:
Sunders and- - Kreuger;
Re'xgel, Jones and McAllister.

by

Condensed Statement of the

',.

R.H.E.

Liabilities

,

V

i

,685,2r
.

66,192.8$

$400,533.38

,i'.M.''.it:

t
.$11420.00

Liabilities

Capital
Pro'tlis andTaul-plu'Deposits
:

!'

.$113,180.00

$335,655.21

s

"10,125Vf
276,187.62

2,038.72
132,589 61

$400,533.38

The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President
...

r,

deidl

i

-

added.

Zt

37

Air Omaha

.

34 '
35
39
47

R.H.E.
.;

.593 Lincoln
3 9 2
.:Ji:.-...570 St. Joseph
6 5
.543
. Batteries:
Scroggin and Blackburn;
.539 Thomas, Purcell, Glaze and Schang.

ADVERTISED

--

CAR

Pet.

i

'-

FOR

"

39

.

Kanpas City
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

most by return mall the local office
received an order from the Gotham
office for tt German firm, which would
show thatthe asbestos Is of the high
est grade. The company, whose prop
erty is only qabout '20 miles from Las
Vegas., Is .pulhljig its development
to be ."in full swing
time.
,
A narty. of Izaak Waltoners returned In x;very. short
,
'"
'
--'
;1
lakes
the
from
afternoon
yesterday
where they hav been .enjoying, the "il SUNDaV "SCHOOL INSTITUTE
anelina sDort P. O. Blood, H. W. Kel- - A school s"6f methods for Sunday
Iv J W Connors, the vice president school an,. young people's work will
of the Santa Fe lines, his son, and hirin tonierht iat the Baptist church
tenoeraDher made up the party.
Tlig histitute'iwljl be under the charge
1
a
h. Kelly left this morning on the of
I(RupaT4 of Clovis. He
lines
these
Rosa.
stateViield
,
worker
Santa
for
along
stage
H. W. Sabraith. and wife passed m'tiheBapttot;deinomlnation. J The
north; from Ama-Till- schoot iifr nopen ,&njLfree to all, and
through on
Texas.
promises to be a very helpful one.
is
visiting
Denver
of
E. C. McCarty
The schedule follows:

theiry

'

..

Chicago j.
.. : .45
Iiidinaapplls . .
Baltimore ... .......44
41
Brooklyn .

.jij.'

13 18 0
Wichita Batteries: "Gasper, Doyle and Crisp,
"
Murphy; Clemons and Graham.'
t

National League
L. 'Pet
W.
32
.m
New York . ,
...46
' .554
37
...46
Chicago
'
.529
40
S
Louis ........ ...f5
.478
43
Cincinnati . . .... ...'39
.474
41
37
,
Philadelphia
41' ' .461
-- SS
Brooklyn .
'
.456
43
..136
.
.
Boston
42' .455
.. ..? . . .3o
Pittsburgh

..

C. W.

Sioux City

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

A

"

At Sioux City

.

Buffalo

The Las Vegas Dance Orchestra
Will Play.

ASSURED.

J.-a-

)'

.

.
Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs.
McDougal and
George Gavely passed through here
today in a touring car going east from
tbtrlr borne at Morenci,' Arizona.
William Goke left this afternoon for
... ...
Raton. ....
Mrs. Anna' Simlson returned
last
nlgTit from Sallna,' Kansas,; where sb
has been for the, past several months,
Mrs, SJmiSjOn,. wlljplay. at the Mutual
' '
Movie's oh ttne Wesfevide.
,
MlK8 'Versiife;nhode(i and Miss Mar
garet Sweet left this afternoon for So
corro. Miss Sweet has been visiting
wlttf Miss Rhodes. From Socorro Miss
Rhodes will go to California.
Mrs. W, S. Merrill left this afternoon
for her home at Portales. Mrs. Mer
rill was a delegate to the W. C. T,;TJ.
convention that was held here last
week, and was the first ever attending
rro)n Portales.
Chester Hunker returned this after- where he has
noori from Santa-Fbeen for the paat few daysattendlng
a meeting of thejboardjofegufllisa- .:
tlon:

The attendance at the big
Benefit Ball Wednesday
night will tell.

THE BASE BALL CLUB.

BY

A JOLLY TIME

Tickets are ONE DOLLAR
Per Couple.

9
PERSONALS

BALL GIVEN

THE BIG BENEFIT

-

' R. H. E.
At Denver
2 10 2
Des Moines
7 11 0
Denver
Batteries: Lakaff and Haley; Gas-He- ll
and Spahr.
'
Second Game
R,H. E.

nonsense
time that this fraternity
been
have
very paWe
should end.
tient with Mr. Fultz and his associates
but they have gone too far and we
1 7 "2" intend to call their bluff.
-Des Moines
7 8 1 I "You can say for me that if the
Denver .
Batteries: Hogan and Shaw; Schri-be- r American league players or a majoron
and Block.
ity of them obey a strike order
American
league
every
Wednesday,
FAG IN REINCARNATED
club will close Its gates, all salaries
Kansas City, July 20. Warren Rick- will be stopped and we will inflict
ey, charged by two Boys with being heavy fines on the players who there
their instructor in burglary, was ac- by violate the letter and spirit of their
quitted this morning by a Jury in (contracts,
Judge Latsbaw's court on the charge
"You can also say that this strike
of receiving stolen property. Two sim will be the last one conducted by Me.
ilar charges remain on which he will Fultz and fraternity, for we are prebe tried later. .
pared to keep our grounds closed for
Arthur Rhodes aid Leo Eagles, two the rest of the season, no matter
17 year old youths who commltte a se. whai
It'Vay cost tos."
ries of burglaries .last winter, declared
"Kraft, belongs to the Nashville club
Rickey taught them- to Steal and dls and that club has a Just claim on him.
'
posed of "their loot for them.
There is no way out of the present
tangle- - unless a major league club
Suva Kraft from Nashville. I under
BASEBALL STRIKE IN
stand that ' President Farrel of the
New York Americans is ready to buy
Kraft
but personally I hope he does
BIG LEAGUE LIKELY
not close the deal until after Wednes
day so that the American league can
call the fraternity's bluff."
CASE OFiKRAFT OF NASHVILLE
David L. Fultz, president of the fra
MADE BASIS OF ACTION
ternity, said:
BY PLAYERS
'I hope that the trouble may be
settled amicably." 4
' j President Fultz outlined the case of
New York, July 20. Drastic action, the players' fraternity in a general
possibly a strfke or walkout of base way, although he refused to either afball players in the American and Na firm or deny that the ultimatum to
tional leagues is contemplated by the the national commission contained
baseball players' fraternity, according any such drastic threat as a strike
to a statement by President Fultz, in or walk-ou-t
of the players In the macase the national commission refuses jor league, who are also members of
to accede to the terms of an ultimatum the fraternity.
sent it by the fraternity in the case
"I have not the power to order a
of Player Kraft of the Newark Inter strike," he continued. "Such power
nationals.
is vested in the board of directors. I
Ban Johnson, president of the Am hope that no such drastic action will
erican league, has called a meeting be necessary, bui I will say that the
here tomorrow of the American club members of the fraternity believe
owners. Mr. Johnson said this after that in the Kraft case they are justinoon that if a strike order is carried fied'; in demanding that the action as
out by the players every American outlined in a number of letters to the
league ball park will close its gates national commission be upheld, such
and all the players' salaries will be as the following:
stopped and the striking players will
"The national commission, in orderbe punished for their action.
ing Clarence O. Kraft, the player in
Mr. Fultz declined to make public
question, to report to Nashville, viothe terms of the ultimatum but said lated paragraph 18 of the agreement
he would Issue a, statement outlining the players' fraternity and national
It later in the day.
agreement leagues, which reads:' ;'
it was reported that the commis"VBefore a' major league
player
sion had begun on July 22 to reply to shall ' be released 'outright ' or- - 'under
players' demands. In the event of an optional agreement to Class' A' or
an unfavorable or unsatisfactory re- lower classification, his services" shall
ply, Mr, Fultz said,' the players' fra- first be tendered to all Class A'Aclubs
at a. price not to exceed $19,000, and
ternity would take ''drastic action."
Mr. Fultz was unwilling to say what then to all Class A clubs at a price
the nature of this action would be. not to exceed $750.' If he is a drafted
The differences between the fratern- player, the club' from which he is
ity and the national commission in drafted shall have prior claim to all
the Kraft, case arise from a recent other clubs on the classification.'
ruling by the commission that Kraft
"It is the federation's' ' contention
belongs to the Nashville club of the that .this procedure was fot adopted
Southern association. The fraternity in. jcraft's case. He was ordered to
claims he belongs to the Newark In-- ' report to' Nashville at a reduction In
ternatlonals and that, he Is; entitled salary of $150 a month and" when he
to the salary paid him by "the Newark refused he was suspended and bad
club, which is fcigher than he would been without" pay for nearly five
receive from Nashville. weeks.'
;1t
Kraft sacrificed to report to the
Nashville club. In taking this standi
... HerrmannNon-Commltta- l
he acted on the advice of the fratern
Cincinnati, O, July
ity.
August Herrmann of. the National
"The American league is ready to baseball commission said today he had
meet this issue with a solid front" not received the ultimatum of the
declared Mr. Johnson. "Our club own- baseball players fraternity and thereers are a unit for war. It's about fore could not discuss the matter.
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LECTRiC

make your chafing dish parties more
, your theatre and house party suppers
more distinctive, use Electric Chafing Dishes.
They are as superior to alcohol chafing dishes as
Sterling silver is to plated ware.
a

,

Heat Without Fire
Simply turning a switch produces heat without smoke, smell, flame or fire danger it seems
like Arabian magic. A turn of a switch regulates the amount of heat from low to medium or
.
high heat as desired.
'"'
Call and see our different designs.

'

"V-

i

II

the best in all

-

Las Vegas Light & PowerCo.
1
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THE RAJAH'S
MILLIONS

:

S
"

(

Augustus

:
S!

real rajah was visiting Parts and
fcad become quite the sensation of the
bour. We, the young attaches of the

a

Will you

I have cards.

ugiit.

T

LIMA

".

Sherwin
Goodwin

tate for each

Cctcrrh is Often

u
cast for
The committee endors
ed President Wilson, Governor McDon
ald and Congressman H. B. Fergus-son'- s
efforts, to secure the passage of
,
the 640 acre homestead bill

la

? Scaled

Local Congestion May
dicate Much Internal

In-

at-en-

10 votes

Fer-gusso-

1912.

GUNMAN ON TRIAL
Boston, July 20. The case of Lawrence Robinson, who several weeks
ago shot and killed Inspector Thomas
J. Norton of the Boston police depart
ment, was called for trial in the superior criminal court today. The killing occurred In a prominent downtown cafe while Inspector Norton and
four other officers were seeking to
arrest Robinson, who was wanted In
Grand Rapids, Mich., in connection
with the robbery of a jewelry store
there last fall and th killing of three
of the employes of the store. Robinson halls from Toledo, O., and is said
by the police to have a long record
as a robber, pickpocket and gunman.

s
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BROTHERHOOD
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meeta every Monday Bight
comM.
A.
the
rojxa"'
"learning
Regular
tilplomatlc corps,
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae B)
as one might say. were la evidence
when ha was first presented to the
third Thursday In S o'clock. Visiting members are sf
chamber of deputise. It was lke )wrtM, bowvw, sad sea
ach month. Ylaitlng dia!ly welcome. J C. Werts, PSB
hta
viewing a novelty. We eJ
bitrthera
cordially in dent; J. T. Buh!er, Secretary; fl, ft
wr t
4eca.
nocs
casually as one would a aw
RATE8 TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- vited,
art;
M. Cary, W. M., BL 8. Van Bally. Treasurer.
w
duy
Ue
w
tt
tar or a popular
Sira was
TISEMENTS
Petten. Secretary.
forwot htm.
F. O. E. Meets first and third
i
avot
ta
wss
a
was
t
Al
panoa
irtis-jf- vv.n.3
Singh
Five cent
per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
catarrh affects th bom and
day evenings each month at Wsof
a fcni'y w- - Just
i.i
straightway forgtme hy Si IWT" J CjtoK
few people realise bow
h
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
men hall. Visiting brothers eorla
r
however. Wheretor h
VctS rttfr ui tfst Wj .il.w ft ) throat,
Reg-.laKNIGHTS
TEMPLAX
It aaay be until it creep into tbe bronchial
a.t
No ad to occupy leaa space than two
f
majttk j5Cviy tvtvs and aettles down into the lungs,
ated a furore. He waa
r
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Donates
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fa-way to treat catarrh li to reciralia
ted human porpois with a A.wa
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lines
All
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blood
that
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And
there
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set
purifier
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only
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Dr.
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actually
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Fargo, N. D., July 20. The opening
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Asy local irritating Influence is the blood is of North Dakota State fair week finds
vocation first Monday In
East Bound
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vad thought h saw aa
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of
Influence
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cttood, Secretary.
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No.
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4. Meeta every Monday evening at
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joung rajah,
all blood affections, such as eczema.
Arrive
Depart
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lupus, tetter, psoriasis, bolls, and all of their efforts is attested by the
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their
hall on Sixth afreet, All visiting No.
blood. For
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he
conditions
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What
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1....
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almost
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every
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write
blood
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neclal advice
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RENT Five room modem V. G T. Iff. HlwiWxt
substitutes for 8. 8. S. There of a higher class than ever before. FOR
In learning the ways of moment life.
ir..l
RwF,t...
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wm. J , 1UU
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Tirwyh
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as good."
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No.
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house.
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Apply
Coors,
The display of live stock is particuBesides this whole strings of precious wavered act la his faith la the woman
wertx, Treasurer: C. V. Hedaoock.
ta
Washington.
scattered
he
if
which
a
as
was
lavuhty
him.
notable.
It
who had charmed
jewels,
larly
cemetery Trustee.
DEMOCRATIC NEAR-ROmaking friends. Besides ail this regal magic spell made him forget his home
FOR RENT OR SALE At reasonable B. P. O. ELKS Moot mncmnA
equipment, too. there was Bengal
fiancee, his fealty to father and counSanta Fe. July 20. A lively meeting
nH
PROGRESSIVES IN ILLINOIS
Benghl had from the first attracted try.
price on easy terms, a good Income
committee
central
democratic
the
of
fourth Tuesday evening of each
20. Former Senator
as
Alt
attention
Chicago,
July
as
much
shred
Singh
fully
"La Sirene had riddled the last
property, four blocks from center of month ETk-a- home on NlntU etreet
came near breaking Albert J.
Beveridge of Indiana Is to
Benghl was an elephant, the pick of a of two millions," reported my friend to of Quay county,
business. Call at corner of National and Douglas avenua
On
the
In
Tucumcari.
row
at
a
me. "Worse than that, she has beg- up
make a campaign tour of Illinois this
Visiting brothers
and Railroad.
holdor
a
are cordially Invited. We H. Springof
wish
a
primary
She
calling
qurstion
the
expressed
rajah.
gared
week In the. interest of the progreser. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
to own Benghl. The rajah sent her ing a delegate convention, the vote sive
This
party candidatee in this state. FOR RENT Residence, five rooms.
the splendid animal, and what do you was 7 to 7 and the chairman's vote de- The tour
Secretary.
will mark the opening of the
think?"
bath, toilet 902 Fourth street.
Silver
cided the tie in favor of the conven
progressive campaign for the election
I shrugged my shoulders, expecting
Phone Main 299.
rse
direct
as
tion
primary.
against
KNIGHTS
AND
SECUR-ITYLADIES
,
United
to
OF
of
tho
Robins
meanness
the
or
from
Raymond
any treachery
-- if
Each precinct will be allowed a dele- - States senate and for the defeat of
use
COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
siren cormorant.
FOR RENT Five room cottage, with W. O. W.
"She intends to 6ell it to a menagerie
Wilon
Sixth
hall,
the
street,
Joseph G. Cannon of Danville,
range, bath and sewer connections. first and third Mondays of each
man, who offers a large price for the
liam B. McKinley of Champaign and
414
in.
nabob
has been taken
animal. The
Seventh street.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
William A. Rodenberg of Eaot St
She has practically deserted him."
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you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 6sc
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las
Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it!
FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as
good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in
ironing the
old way.

thrffS

switch and in
the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until
and
YOU ARE COOL while the IRON IS HOT.
Whereas, by the old method, you wil, burn aCketfu.
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T?
T
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thC Wh0'e hUSe ln thC
tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT
while YOUR IRONS
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You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and
get your iron.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
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Light 'automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.

RED RASPBERRIES,

.

.

ORANGES
.

.

Old Taylor RThigkey and Sherwood
at the Opera Bar. Adv. " .

"

WATERMELONS

,

7.: 46

.The Fraternal Brotherhood meets to
night in the O. R. C, hall.

GRAPEFRUIT
LEMONS '

Rye

The local union of thefW- C. T. U.
will meet at 2:30 tomorrow afternoon
In the parlors of the Methodist church,

Stearns Store

T

Y

'

V

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you At the Lobby, of course. Adf.

a

The Friendship club meets tomor
row afternoon with Mrs. Paul Mar- sblle at 1023 Sixth street."

WE LEAD, OTHERS, FOLLOW.

Michael Walsh wa sentenced to ten
days on the chain gaiog In'
The charge
court this morning.

againt him was vagrancy.

YjSTS'!
Kven INVOICES are
Beware of these NET PRl
;
.r-'
'.'
sometimes DECEIVING. Get the HxX BER, MAKE; and PRICE.
.

Morris Regensberg came this after
r.rcn from his home at Calmor. Mr.
Regensberg stated that , the recent
rain storm averaged four inches of
water at that place.

If tile prices are the same, buy from whom
but reiuerobtr the STORK that MADE THIS POS- -

then come to us.
you wish,
SJBLE.

.

The vaudeville team Gilbert and
Bramnick that appeared at the Browne
Friday and Saturday nights will be on
the bill at the Vegas theater in Old
Town tonight and tomorrow night..

WATCH THEM PET IN LINE

I

Photoplay theater tonight and Tues
day, two-ree- l
Vitagraph subject "The
Moonstone on Fez" featuring Maurice
Costello andr'6ne reel of real comedy,
"Andy has a Toothache," the boy the
kids all come to see. Adv..

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114
-

Not "Heavier T&an

s,

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and aee bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack today. .

I

15he
I

Two marriage licenses were Issued
at the'eourt houBe late Saturday afternoon. Those captured by cupid were
Elias "Baca aged 20 and Julianita
16 years of age, both of Las
Vegas, and Pedro Aranda, 18 years
old, and Rafaela Herrera, 17 years, both
of Las Gallinas. As all were under
age It was necessary for the parents
to give their consent to the weddings
before the papers could be obtained.

Air"

I

Daniel Gallegos died yesterday

morn-lu-

g

at his parents' home across the

railroad tracks. Daniel was 12 years
of age and had been sick but a few
He caught a severe cold not
days.
which resulted in his death.
ago
long
The funeral took place this morning
from the Church of the Immaculate
Conception under the direction of tho
Las Vegas Undertaking company. In
terment was made In, Mount Calvary
cemetery.
The five-ree- l
feature 'Paid in Full,"
which appeared at the Browne theater
lost night Is to be repeated this even
ing. An all star cast appears In the
e
film and the acting is the best
The story or the play Is familiar to most everyone and the pictures
follow the plot in a pleasing manner.
The photography is good and the pic
tures are clear. The crowds last night
were greatly pleased with the show
and a large audience Is promised for

Jefferson Reynolds, President
L
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Ballot Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casmet.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
' OF LAS VEGAS, N.

tonight

M.

Capital. $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

EDWARD ORGAN TAKEN

In every department of Banking we
tvre prepared to lve the best of service

BY GRIM

interest Paid

ton

Time Deposits

tbe Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
The most wholesome meat
for summer is fl UTTON.
;:The Best Mutton in Las

gas to be had
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THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO, STORE
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RAS FOR BOYS

Sugar Cookies, Ginger Cookies,
Optic Special Correspondent.
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
Deming, NL M, July 12. Crowds
Spice Cookies, Macaroons, Alcheered
Major L. W. 11 feld of Las
mond KUses and Cocoanut
command of the Second'
in
Vegas,
Kisses..
D
.
....
."
when
he and his command
battalion,
In
' - ALL- KINDS OF CAKES'. , :
before the moving
review
passed
after
having made a
picture camera,
W giv special orders Imme
splendid showing in battalion drill.
diats attention.
The major, staff officers and troops
of the Second battalion received the
Cheers
with pride and smiles,' which
II. YORK
were caught by the movie man.
A' cloudburst early Saturday broke
over Camp Brookes and Deming and
GROCER
the members of the miUtia and reguwfere given a a'renching. " The
lars
AND
rainstorm lasted for nearly four hours
and the parade grounos were covered
BARER
:
with water and the maneuvers of the
troops somewhat hampered.
After the review at the encampment
i.
by Governor McDonald and staff, a
V
B. T. URGENT DIES ! complimentary dinner was given Di-in
honor of Governor McDonald by
vision. Superintendent T. H. Williams
ILLNESS of the Southern Pacific railroad, of
Tucson, in his private car, in the railroad yards. The affair was an inLUMBERMAN FROM ILLINOIS HAD formal one and those who
enjoyed the
COME TO LAS VEGAS SEEKhospiality of Superintendent Williams
ING HEALTH
besides the guest of honor were:
Colonel D. A. Frederick, commander
General
Shortly after midnight last night of Camp Brookes; Adjutant
MexicoJ
New
of
T.
the
Herring
Harry
Richard T, Largent passed away at
his borne on the corner of Ninth street national guard; Mayor John Corbett,
Krutt-schnit- t
and ..Columbia avenue. Mr. Largent Assistant Superintendent T. H.
of the Southern Pacific, Divis
was 50 years old and died after a long
J. D. Matthews, Senator
struggle with the dread tuberculosis. ion Engineer
O.
J.
and Willard.E. Holt,
Laughren
was
He is survived by a sister who
of the ch&mber of comv ith him at the time of his death, secretary
merce. It was a son of get acquaint
and a brother.
Mr. Largent was bora in Highland, ed party as Superintendent Williams
II!., where he lived for a number of has but recently been promoted to his
years and was employed In the saw present position, having come to this
mill business. His health falling1 division from Sacramento, Cal.
For the amusement of the visiting
him, he traveled around the country
officers
and troops a classy boxing
a
he
where
might regain
seeking place
hU health. He came to this city last tournament was given at the Crystal
winter. The funeral will probably be theater Saturday night, in which
held Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock tliree championship bouts were schedconfrom the parlors of the Las Vegas Un uled. The first was an
test
for
Ander-suthe
C.
likhtweight
championship
E.
Rev.
dertaking company,
officiating. The interment will be of the New Mexico national guard,
between Mike Baca of Company E,
in the Odd Fellows cemetery.
Santa Fe, and Shorty McCoy of Company F, Santa Fe, and at the close
THE GRAND COURTE8Y
Baca was declared
- of the contest
Mc20.
Carroll
Topeka, Kan., July
winner by George Coxe, who offici
GDlre, a fireman living at 610 Virginia
as referee. The next bout was
avenue, was shot In the leg by T. J. ated
one of six rounds for the welterweight
in
1215
Denver
avenue,
Coughlin,
front of Koeningsdord's grocery store championship of the state national
at 1011 East Twelfth street, shortly guard, between Chick Connolly and
Fitz Cravens, in which Cravens threw
before 2 o'clocki'thls afternoon.
was taken to the general hospi- up the sponge in the third round.
The main event of the tournament
tal. The bullet enerted hiB left thigh,
was
contest for the heavy
a
shattering the bone..
The shooting followed an argument weight championship of New Mexico,
linestarting in a nearby saloon. Both men between Charles Scheidigger, a
man
Electric
the
employed
by
Deming
beer.
a
drink
of
to
for
wanted
pay
company, and Bart Gordon, a member
of the Roswell battery.
The bout
TOO LATE TW CLASSIFY
started with ginger .and concluded
with a whirlwind finish, with both
mtn pounding each other freely. GorMONEY TO LOAN
don took a great deal (6f. punishment
MONEY TO LOAN on farms and city ifuring the last three rounds and dis
property at 5 per cent simple inter- played considerable knowledge of ring
est, to buy, build or pay off mort- - tactics, but was handicapped by long
gage. Long time easy payments. See reach and superior height of Schei
Mr. Warman, this week, July 20 to digger, who was awarded the decision.
27th, Inclusive at the El Dorado
of the various
Representatives
hotel.
companies of the militia were engag
ed all day Sunday in field firing and
target firing at figure targets. The
WANTED Cieaa cotton rags a company having the best record is to
Oprto offlcs.
receive a cash prize. .
Large crowds of visitors from El
Paso and numerous points In' New
Mexico and Arizona have been daily
visitors to Camp Brookes to witness
the maneuvers by the state and regu
lar troops.
Major Ml L. Stern of Albuquerque,
formerly quartermaster of the New
Mexico national guard, who recently

JOHN

REAPER

jSdwarfl; Organ pq City, Pa,
yesterday morning after a lingering
Organ was 35 years of age
and' had been in this section of the
country for about a year.. Most of his
ttfe' Nohr
time has been
'
ranch at Watrous
Finding hisi health falliflg.he moved
to this city Roping to jbenefit tiy a rest,
but he sank rapidly" and when his
brother-ln-law- ?
B.. R. Bjomley, the city
tieasurer of Oil City', arrived, here Saturday night to faii e him. Jie'was.top
lovJ to be moved.
Sunday mornhier he pv jup the
struggle and quietly paswaaway.(' The
regains were forwarded., to Pennsylvania last night, accompanied --by Mr.
fjrvJey. "The b'ojvaawewed for
srltfnent by the Las Vegas Undertak'
5
lug 'company.''
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1 Viehle touring car
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$300.00

Delriot Electric
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For the best on the market today see us.
Aliller
or plain thread. Michclin tubes
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and tires and cFiske tires and everything
for the auto!
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ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
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The Lasvljeas Automobile
and. Machine Shop
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Satisfaction guaranteed.
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to El Paso on a business trip.
There has been no serious illness
at Camp Brookes Bince the beginning
of the Joint maneuvers. This is due
largely to the precautions of the med
ical staff and the climatic conditions
of this section. Many of the men who
went through drills five and six hours
each day were taken from counters
ajidrd(esHs, from every corner of the
siareana were m no snape ior strenuous field work, yet they have stood
i.he grilling and are apparently as fit
as. the regulars, who have been, living
in' camps for the past two years and
taking long practice marches. The
abundance of New Mexico sunshine
precludes the possibility of contagion,
the cool nights allow the tired bodies
to recuperate and the healthful food
and" 'careful-scientif- ic
medical supervision mkSe the safeguard to health
complete.
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resigned,, was. a visitor, to Camp
Brookes Sunday,, after which, he went

one pair of short gloves with

died
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RELATIVE WHO CAME. TO TAKE
HIM HOME FOUND HIM NEAR
,
THE END
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Hens

Spring Chickens
SWEET OORN
SUMMER SQUASH
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